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Abstract

It has been argued that Dung’s classical Abstract Argumentation Framework (AAF) model is not appropriate for capturing “joint attacks”, a feature that is inherent in several contexts and applications. The model proposed by Nielsen and Parsons in [1], often referred to as “framework with sets of attacking arguments” (SETAF), fills this gap by introducing joint attacks as a generalisation of the standard attack relationship of AAFs, thus constituting a faithful generalization of Dung’s model. Building on that work, we provide a more complete characterization of these frameworks, which includes the treatment of various semantics not considered in the original publication, a more fine-grained representation of all acceptability semantics using labellings, and two functions allowing the transition between extensions and labellings along with their properties. Moreover, we show that a variety of well-known results that apply to AAF can be migrated to the SETAF setting. To further associate the two frameworks, we provide a natural way to represent a SETAF as a Dung-style AAF, and show how the generated AAF behaves.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and problem statement

Abstract argumentation frameworks (AAF) constitute a simple and very successful model for representing arguments and their counter-arguments and for evaluating the acceptability of arguments based on their relationships with other arguments. AAFs were originally introduced by Dung [2], who defined their semantics in terms of extensions, and showed that many frameworks for non-monotonic reasoning, such as logic programming, default logic and others, are instances of abstract argumentation. Due to their generality and simplicity, AAFs have been applied to various domains such as law [3], medicine [4], social networks [5], the Web [6, 7], surveillance systems [8], engineering design [9] and others, to support tasks such as inconsistency handling, non-monotonic reasoning, judgement aggregation, decision making, inter-agent communication, etc.

In a nutshell, an AAF is a directed graph, whose nodes correspond to arguments and whose edges correspond to attacks, which essentially represent the fact that a certain argument invalidates another. AAFs are given semantics through extensions, which are sets of arguments (nodes) that are non-conflicting (i.e., they do not attack each other) and, as a group, “shield” themselves from attack by other arguments (which are not in the extension). The exact formal meaning given to the term “shield” gives rise to a multitude of different semantics (complete, preferred, stable, etc.) which have been considered in the literature (e.g., see [10]).

A richer model for representing the semantics of abstract argumentation frameworks using labellings was proposed in [11] and was then used in [12] to describe the acceptability semantics defined by Dung. In that model, the arguments are classified into three groups, the in-arguments, out-arguments and undec-arguments, via a function called labelling function. Intuitively, in-arguments correspond to arguments that are accepted (i.e., are in the extension, in the classical sense described above), out-arguments are those that are invalidated by in-arguments (through an attack), whereas undec-arguments are “undecided”, i.e., they are arguments that, even though there is no explicit attack by an in-argument rendering them invalid, their inclusion
in the in-arguments would invalidate the “shielding” requirement mentioned above. The labelling semantics are more fine-grained, in the sense that they discriminate between different types of arguments that fail to be included in an extension into out-arguments and undec-arguments. This is important in several applications that try to “make sense” out of a debate, and need to understand what an agent should believe after the debate is over. In this sense, the difference between out and undec is analogous to the difference between believing that something is not true and not believing that something is true. In particular, out-arguments are rejected, whereas undec-arguments are simply not convincing enough to be incorporated in the agent’s knowledge.

In a separate branch of research, it has been argued that it is necessary in many contexts to be able to represent and reason with “joint attacks”, i.e., attacks where many arguments, as a group, attack a single one [1]. This should not be confused with the case where each argument attacks another individually; instead, the proposal of [1] refers to attacks by sets of attacking arguments. This essentially would turn the graph into a hypergraph, and constitutes a direct extension of Dung’s work, where all original results of [2] can be recast in the richer model [1]. This richer model is often referred to as “Framework with Sets of Attacking Arguments” or, briefly, SETAF.

To comprehend the usefulness of the notion of “joint attacks”, consider the following example from the legal domain (visualised in Figure 1). According to the UK legislation about marriage and civil partnerships, in the UK you are not allowed to marry or form a civil partnership with your partner in the following cases: (a) you are under 16; (b) you are closely related with your partner; (c) you are not single; (d) you are under 18 and you don’t have the permission to marry from your parents or guardians. We can represent this part of the legislation as an AAF, where the right to get married is represented as an argument \(M\), which is attacked by four other arguments, each representing a different case from (a)–(d). The argument representing (d), however, is more complex that the rest of the arguments, as it combines two different statements (“you are under 18” and “you don’t have the permission to marry from your parents or guardians”). Therefore, if we combine both statements into a single argu-

---

1. [https://www.gov.uk/marriages-civil-partnerships](https://www.gov.uk/marriages-civil-partnerships)
ment, we may run into trouble if either of the statements is used independently in other parts of the legislation, e.g., if acting as an argument by itself or if it is combined with other statements to form another argument.

Indeed, according to the legislation about voting\(^2\), you are not allowed to vote in the UK if you are under 18; in this case, “you are under 18” acts as an argument by itself against the eligibility to vote. Moreover, according to the legislation about alcohol and young people\(^3\), in the UK you are not allowed to drink alcohol in public if you are under 16, or if you are under 18 and you are either not accompanied by an adult or you are not having a meal. In the latter case, “you are under 18” is combined with one of two other statements to form an argument against the eligibility to drink alcohol in public. Using AAF, we would need to create a new argument for every different combination of simple statements that is needed to argue about something. This would also require specifying the associations among all these arguments, because, e.g., the validity of “being under 18” could affect the validity of “being under 18 and not having permission by parent or guardian”, “being under 18 and not being accompanied by an adult”, and “being under 18 and not having a meal”. Furthermore, to represent some more complicated parts of the legislation involving many more conditions, we would need to create much more complex arguments that combine such conditions, making their understandability difficult. Indeed, Section 6 of this paper studies how organising arguments into sets can allow the representation of such cases in an AAF, albeit at an exponential cost (in terms of graph size) and a more complicated computation of the related extensions.

A framework supporting the notion of “joint attacks” provides a much more elegant and simple way to model this situation (see also Figure 1). In particular, using SETAF, \((d)\) could be represented as two separate arguments \((A18\) and \(NP)\), which jointly attack \(M\). In the voting case, \(A18\) by itself attacks \(V\). In the alcohol case, \(A18\) and \(NA\), as well as \(A18\) and \(NM\) jointly attack \(Alc\).

Since its introduction, SETAF has already been used as the basis for supporting

\(^2\)https://www.gov.uk/elections-in-the-uk
\(^3\)https://www.gov.uk/alcohol-young-people-law
other useful features, such as higher-level attacks [13], evidence-based reasoning [14] and coalition formation in multiagent systems [15]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no effort for a complete formal description of SETAF, both in terms of the different kinds of extensions that have been used to describe AAF (apart from the semantics described by Dung himself in [2], which was done in [1]), and in terms of the more fine-grained labelling-based semantics. Also, the relationship between AAF and SETAF has only been recently considered [16] under specific assumptions.

1.2. Contributions and paper summary

In this paper, we provide a complete formal characterization of SETAF. Although our main focal point was the SETAF case, most of our results also apply for Dung’s AAF as special cases, some of them being novel or alternative characterisations of known notions, thereby completing the picture in certain areas. Specifically:

- We introduce definitions for extension semantics that have been defined for AAF, but not for SETAF, i.e., naive, semi-stable, eager, ideal and stage semantics (Section 3).
• We introduce labelling-based definitions for all the semantics that were originally defined in [1] using extensions (i.e., conflict-free, admissible, complete, preferred, grounded and stable semantics), as well as for the new SETAF semantics defined in this paper (Section 4). Table 1 provides an overview of the semantics considered in this paper. For each semantics, the table either provides a reference to the work that the semantics was originally defined, or an indication that its definition for the specific setting is an original contribution of this paper.

• We show the association between extensions and labellings for all the SETAF semantics considered in this paper, in a similar way that [12] described the same association for AAFs (Section 5). Apart from their value with regards to understanding SETAFs, these results also apply for AAFs, and consider more types of semantics than the original work in [12]. Furthermore, we introduce a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Semantics</th>
<th>Dung’s AAF [2]</th>
<th>SETAF [1]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extensions</td>
<td>Labellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict-free</td>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admissible</td>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grounded</td>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred</td>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-stable</td>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eager</td>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideal</td>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage</td>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: References to definitions of extension- and labelling-based semantics for abstract argumentation frameworks with single attacks and joint attacks. ✓ indicates that the corresponding definition is a novel contribution of the present paper.
novel perspective to the problem, by studying the concept of proper labellings, thereby giving a more complete answer to the question of associating extensions and labellings (in both AAFs and SETAFs).

• We show how a SETAF can be modelled as an AAF, with an exponential increase in the number of arguments considered, and how the extensions of the two frameworks relate to each other (Section 6). Our approach circumvents the limitation formally proven in [16], where it was shown that SETAFs are strictly more expressive than AAFs when considering a fixed set of arguments.

• We present results on the inclusion relationships and the multiplicity of extensions and labellings for the different SETAF semantics, inspired by similar results on AAFs (Section 7).

The proofs for all new results are presented in Appendix A. Section 8 summarises the results of our study and discusses the related work.

2. Setting the groundwork: AAF and SETAF

It is well-known that AAFs constitute a very strong and versatile formalism. An AAF was defined in [2] as a pair \( AF^D = (\text{Args}, \rightarrow) \) consisting of a (possible infinite) set of arguments \( \text{Args} \) and a binary attack relation \( \rightarrow \) on this set. The same paper, as well as subsequent ones in the same area, defined different acceptability semantics for AAFs in terms of extensions, i.e., sets of arguments that can be considered acceptable. Table 1 presents 11 prominent semantics for AAFs and the papers that they were originally defined. Informally, \( A \subseteq \text{Args} \) is: (i) a conflict-free extension of \( AF^D \) iff it contains no arguments attacking each other; (ii) an admissible extension iff it is conflict-free and defends all its elements (i.e., for each argument \( b \in \text{Args} \) attacking an argument in \( A \), there is an argument in \( A \) counter-attacking \( b \)); (iii) a complete extension iff it is admissible and contains all the arguments it defends; (iv) a grounded extension iff it is conflict-free and attacks all the arguments that it does not contain
(i.e., all arguments in $\text{Args} \setminus A$); (vii) a naive extension iff it is maximal among the conflict-free extensions; (viii) a semi-stable extension iff its union with the set of arguments it attacks is maximal among the complete extensions; (ix) an eager extension iff it is maximal among the complete extensions that are subsets of every semi-stable extension; (x) an ideal extension iff it is maximal among the complete extensions that are subsets of every preferred extension; and (xi) a stage extension iff its union with the set of arguments it attacks is maximal among the conflict-free extensions.

Dung’s definition for argumentation frameworks was extended in [1] for the case where an argument can be attacked by a set of other arguments:

**Definition 2.1 (Definition 1 of [1]).** A Framework with Sets of Attacking Arguments (SETAF for short) is a pair $AF^S = \langle \text{Args}, \triangleright \rangle$ such that $\text{Args}$ is a set of arguments and $\triangleright \subseteq (2^{\text{Args}} \setminus \{\emptyset\}) \times \text{Args}$ is the attack relation.

It is interesting to note the asymmetry in the above definition of attack: a group of arguments can be the attacker, but not the recipient of an attack. The reason for this asymmetry is justified in [1], where it is shown that allowing a set of arguments to be jointly attacked by another does not add to the expressiveness of the proposed model. The same paper, however, uses the term “attack” also to describe the relationship between two sets of arguments, $A$ and $B$, such that a subset $C$ of $A$ attacks an argument $b \in B$. To avoid confusion, for describing such relationships we define here a new relation, $\triangleright \subseteq 2^{\text{Args}} \times 2^{\text{Args}} \triangleright \subseteq (2^{\text{Args}} \setminus \emptyset) \times (2^{\text{Args}} \setminus \emptyset)$, such that $A \triangleright B$ iff there exist $C \subseteq A, b \in B$ such that $C \triangleright b$.

We write $A \not\triangleright b$ when it is not the case that $A \triangleright b$, and $A \triangleright B$ when it is not the case that $A \triangleright B$. For singleton sets, we often write $A \triangleright b$ to denote $A \triangleright \{b\}$. We say that $A$ defends an argument $b$ from a set of arguments $A'$ that attacks $b$, iff $A \triangleright A'$.

### 3. Semantics for SETAF through extensions

In this section we provide definitions for the different acceptability semantics that were originally defined for AAFs (as informally described in Section 2) for the case
of SETAF. Definitions 3.1-3.6 have been adopted from [1], whereas Definitions 3.7-3.11 constitute novel contributions of this paper and adapt, for the SETAF formalism, definitions of semantics originally proposed for the AAF case in various works.

In all the following definitions, we consider a fixed SETAF $AF^S = \langle \text{Args}, \triangleright \rangle$ and a set of arguments $A \subseteq \text{Args}$.

**Definition 3.1 (Definition 2 of [1]).** $A$ is said to be conflict-free iff it does not attack itself. Formally, $A$ is conflict-free iff $A \not\triangleright A$.

**Definition 3.2 (Definition 3 of [1]).** An argument $a \in \text{Args}$ is said to be acceptable with respect to $A$, iff $A$ defends $a$ from all attacking sets of arguments in $\text{Args}$. Formally, $a$ is acceptable with respect to $A$ iff $A \triangleright B$ for all $B \subseteq \text{Args}$ such that $B \triangleright a$. $A$ is said to be admissible iff it is conflict-free and each argument in $A$ is acceptable with respect to $A$. Formally, $A$ is admissible iff $A \not\triangleright A$ and $A \triangleright B$ for all $B \subseteq \text{Args}$ such that $B \triangleright A$.

**Definition 3.3 (Definition 8 of [1]).** An admissible set $A$ is called a complete extension of $AF^S$, iff all arguments that are acceptable with respect to $A$ are in $A$. Formally, $A$ is a complete extension of $AF^S$ iff all the following conditions hold: (a) $A \not\triangleright A$; (b) $A \triangleright B$ for all $B \subseteq \text{Args}$ such that $B \triangleright A$; (c) If, for some $a \in \text{Args}$, $A \triangleright B$ for all $B \subseteq \text{Args}$ such that $B \triangleright a$, then $a \in A$.

**Definition 3.4 (Definition 4 and Theorem 2 of [1]).** $A$ is called a preferred extension of $AF^S$, iff it is a complete extension and there is no other complete extension $A'$ such that $A \subset A'$.

**Definition 3.5 (Definition 7 and Theorem 2 of [1]).** $A$ is called a grounded extension of $AF^S$, iff it is a complete extension and there is no other complete extension $A'$ such that $A' \subset A$.

**Definition 3.6 (Definition 5 of [1]).** $A$ is called a stable extension of $AF^S$, iff it is conflict-free and attacks all arguments in $\text{Args} \setminus A$.

**Definition 3.7 (adapted from [17]).** $A$ is called a naive extension of $AF^S$, iff it is conflict-free and is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among the conflict-free subsets of $\text{Args}$.
Definition 3.8 (adapted from [18]). A is called a semi-stable extension of AF\(S\), iff it is a complete extension and the set \(A \cup \{ b \in \text{Args} \mid A \gg b \}\) is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among all complete extensions of AF\(S\).

Definition 3.9 (adapted from [19]). A is called an eager extension of AF\(S\), iff it is a maximal (with respect to set inclusion) complete extension that is a subset of each semi-stable extension of AF\(S\).

Definition 3.10 (adapted from [21]). A is called an ideal extension of AF\(S\), iff it is a maximal (with respect to set inclusion) complete extension that is a subset of each preferred extension of AF\(S\).

Definition 3.11 (adapted from [23]). A is called a stage extension of AF\(S\), iff it is conflict free and \(A \cup \{ b \in \text{Args} \mid A \gg b \}\) is maximal among all conflict-free subsets of Args.

The following example helps to illustrate the concept of extensions and the intuition behind the different semantics:

Example 3.12. Consider the SETAF shown in Figure 2. Its various extensions are shown in Table 2. Let us consider in more detail the complete extensions, which are: \(\emptyset\), \(\{a_1\}\), \(\{a_2, a_3, a_5\}\). Note that, for example, \(\{a_2, a_3\}\) is admissible and conflict-free but not complete, because it leaves out \(a_5\), which is acceptable with respect to \(\{a_2, a_3\}\). Similarly, \(\{a_1, a_2\}\) is not a complete extension because it is not conflict-free, whereas \(\{a_5\}\) and \(\{a_1, a_5\}\) are not complete extensions because they are not admissible (\(a_5\) is not acceptable with respect to the corresponding set in either case).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extension type</th>
<th>Extensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conflict-free</td>
<td>$\emptyset, {a_1}, {a_2}, {a_3}, {a_4}, {a_5}, {a_6}, {a_1, a_4}, {a_1, a_5}, {a_1, a_6}, {a_2, a_3}, {a_2, a_3, a_5}, {a_2, a_4}, {a_2, a_5}, {a_2, a_6}, {a_3, a_4}, {a_3, a_5}, {a_3, a_6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admissible</td>
<td>$\emptyset, {a_1}, {a_2}, {a_3}, {a_2, a_3}, {a_2, a_3, a_5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>$\emptyset, {a_1}, {a_2}, {a_2, a_3, a_5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred</td>
<td>${a_1}, {a_2, a_3, a_5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grounded</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>${a_2, a_3, a_5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>${a_1, a_4}, {a_1, a_5}, {a_1, a_6}, {a_2, a_4}, {a_2, a_6}, {a_3, a_4}, {a_3, a_6}, {a_2, a_3, a_5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-stable</td>
<td>${a_2, a_3, a_5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eager</td>
<td>${a_2, a_3, a_5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideal</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage</td>
<td>${a_2, a_3, a_5}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Extensions for the SETAF of Figure 2

We call the various types of extensions extension semantics (i.e., complete semantics, preferred semantics etc). In the following, we use shorthands to refer to the various semantics and extension types, in particular: cf for conflict-free, ad for admissible, co for complete, pr for preferred, gr for grounded, st for stable, na for naive, se for semi-stable, ea for eager, id for ideal and sg for stage. We also use $\sigma$ as a catch-all variable to indicate any of these semantics. For example, we write $\text{co}$-extension to refer to a complete extension, and $\sigma$-extension to refer to an extension of the type denoted by $\sigma$.

4. Semantics for SETAF through labellings

Here we introduce a different characterisation of acceptability semantics for SETAF, using the notion of labellings. The following definitions are similar to the corresponding definitions of [12, 20, 22], but adapted to SETAF. We start our analysis by defining.
labellings in general:

**Definition 4.1** (adapted from [12]). Consider a SETAF $AF^S = \langle \text{Args}, \triangleright \rangle$. A labelling for $AF^S$ is a total function $\lambda : \text{Args} \mapsto \{\text{in}, \text{out}, \text{undec}\}$.

Note that the labellings of a SETAF are defined over arguments (just like in [12]), not sets of arguments. For simplicity, for a given (fixed) label $\lambda$, we use the terms in-argument, out-argument, undec-argument to denote arguments that are labelled in, out, undec respectively. We also write $\text{in}(\lambda)$, $\text{out}(\lambda)$ and $\text{undec}(\lambda)$ to denote, respectively, the sets of in-, out- and undec-arguments with respect to $\lambda$.

We now define various special classes of labellings (i.e., labelling semantics):

**Definition 4.2** (adapted from [12, 20, 22]). Let $AF^S = \langle \text{Args}, \triangleright \rangle$ be a SETAF. A labelling $\lambda : \text{Args} \mapsto \{\text{in}, \text{out}, \text{undec}\}$ of $AF^S$ is called:

1. **conflict-free** iff for all $a \in \text{Args}$:
   a. if $\lambda(a) = \text{in}$ then $\text{in}(\lambda) \nsubseteq a$
   b. if $\lambda(a) = \text{out}$ then $\text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright a$

2. **admissible** iff for all $a \in \text{Args}$:
   a. if $\lambda(a) = \text{in}$ then $\forall B \triangleright a, \exists b \in B : \lambda(b) = \text{out}$
   b. if $\lambda(a) = \text{out}$ then $\text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright a$

3. **complete** iff for all $a \in \text{Args}$:
   a. $\lambda(a) = \text{in}$ if and only if $\forall B \triangleright a, \exists b \in B : \lambda(b) = \text{out}$
   b. $\lambda(a) = \text{out}$ if and only if $\text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright a$

4. **preferred** iff it is complete and $\text{in}(\lambda)$ is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among all complete labellings of $AF^S$

5. **grounded** iff it is complete and $\text{in}(\lambda)$ is minimal w.r.t. set inclusion among all complete labellings of $AF^S$

6. **stable** iff it is conflict-free and $\text{undec}(\lambda) = \emptyset$
7. naive iff it is conflict-free and \( \text{in}(\lambda) \) is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among the conflict-free labellings of \( AF^S \)

8. semi-stable iff it is complete and \( \text{undec}(\lambda) \) is minimal w.r.t. set inclusion among all complete labellings of \( AF^S \)

9. eager iff
   a. it is complete
   b. \( \text{in}(\lambda) \subseteq \text{in}(\lambda') \) for every semi-stable labelling \( \lambda' \) of \( AF^S \)
   c. \( \text{in}(\lambda) \) is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among all labellings of \( AF^S \) satisfying conditions (a),(b)

10. ideal iff
    a. it is complete
    b. \( \text{in}(\lambda) \subseteq \text{in}(\lambda') \) for every preferred labelling \( \lambda' \) of \( AF^S \)
    c. \( \text{in}(\lambda) \) is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among all labellings of \( AF^S \) satisfying conditions (a),(b)

11. stage iff it is conflict-free and \( \text{undec}(\lambda) \) is minimal w.r.t. set inclusion among all conflict-free labellings of \( AF^S \)

In the following, we use the same shorthands that we introduced for extensions (cf., ad, co, etc.) to refer also to labellings (e.g., a co-labelling is a complete labelling).

**Example 4.3.** Continuing Example 3.12, Table 3 shows the complete labellings that correspond to the SETAF of Figure 2. Comparing complete extensions with complete labellings, we see that, e.g., the third labelling explicitly rejects \( a_6 \) (because it is attacked by \( a_5 \), which is accepted), but the second one makes no explicit decision on \( a_6 \), as the agent cannot make up its mind on how to resolve the cyclic attack among \( a_4, a_5, a_6 \). This distinction cannot be made with the corresponding complete extensions (first column of Table 3). Regarding the other semantics: \( \lambda_1 \) is the unique grounded and ideal labelling, \( \lambda_2 \) and \( \lambda_3 \) are preferred labellings, and \( \lambda_3 \) is a stable, semi-stable,
Table 3: Complete extensions and complete labellings for the SETAF of Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complete extensions</th>
<th>Complete labellings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A₁ = ∅</td>
<td>λ₁(a₁) = undec, λ₁(a₂) = undec, λ₁(a₃) = undec, λ₁(a₄) = undec, λ₁(a₅) = undec, λ₁(a₆) = undec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₂ = {a₁}</td>
<td>λ₂(a₁) = in, λ₂(a₂) = out, λ₂(a₃) = out, λ₂(a₄) = undec, λ₂(a₅) = undec, λ₂(a₆) = undec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₃ = {a₂, a₃, a₅}</td>
<td>λ₃(a₁) = out, λ₃(a₂) = in, λ₃(a₃) = in, λ₃(a₄) = out, λ₃(a₅) = in, λ₃(a₆) = out</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Relating extensions and labellings in SETAF

5.1. From extensions to labellings and vice-versa

As already mentioned, for any given SETAF, there is a way to go from sets of arguments (i.e., extensions) to labellings and vice-versa. Before formalising this transition process, let us introduce some terminology. Given a SETAF \(AF^S = \langle \text{Args}, \triangleright \rangle\), we denote by \(E^{AF^S}\) the power-set of \(\text{Args}\) (i.e., all possible extensions, \(E^{AF^S} = 2^{\text{Args}}\)), and by \(L^{AF^S}\) the set of all possible labellings that can be defined over \(AF^S\). When the SETAF is irrelevant or obvious from the context, we use the simpler notations \(E\), \(L\) respectively. We can now define the following functions for formalising the transition process:

**Definition 5.1.** Consider a SETAF \(AF^S = \langle \text{Args}, \triangleright \rangle\). We define the function \(\text{Lab} : E \mapsto L\) such that, for \(A \in E\), \(\lambda = \text{Lab}(A)\):

- \(\lambda(a) = \text{in} \text{ for all } a \in A\)
- \(\lambda(a) = \text{out} \text{ for all } a \notin A\)

stage and eager labelling. By comparing these with the extensions presented in Table 2, one can see that the results obtained with labellings seem to correspond exactly to those obtained with the extension-based approach. We further study this phenomenon in Section 5.
\[ \lambda(a) = \text{undec} \text{ for all } a \notin A, \ A \Uparrow a \]

For some \( A \in \mathcal{E} \), we call \( \text{Lab}(A) \) the labelling generated by \( A \).

**Definition 5.2.** Consider a SETAF \( \mathcal{AF}^S = \langle \text{Args}, \triangleright \rangle \). We define the function \( \text{Ext} : \mathcal{L} \mapsto \mathcal{E} \) such that, for \( \lambda \in \mathcal{L} \), \( \text{Ext}(\lambda) = \{ a \in \text{Args} \mid \lambda(a) = \text{in} \} \). For some \( \lambda \in \mathcal{L} \), we call \( \text{Ext}(\lambda) \) the extension generated by \( \lambda \).

Clearly, \( \text{Ext} (\lambda) = \text{in} (\lambda) \) for all \( \lambda \). Note that these definitions are very similar to the definition of \( \text{Ext}2\text{Lab} \) and \( \text{Lab}2\text{Ext} \) functions in Definition 8 of [12], although the domain of application here is different. Note also that both \( \text{Lab} \) and \( \text{Ext} \) are well-defined.

### 5.2. Properties of the transition from extensions to labellings

Now let’s study the interaction between the two transition functions, \( \text{Lab} \) and \( \text{Ext} \). In particular, we prove the conditions under which \( \text{Lab} \) is the inverse of \( \text{Ext} \) (and vice-versa), and whether these functions are injective, surjective and/or bijective\(^4\). In the following, we assume a fixed, but arbitrary, SETAF \( \mathcal{AF}^S = \langle \text{Args}, \triangleright \rangle \).

We start our analysis by showing some properties of \( \text{Ext} \) and \( \text{Lab} \):

**Theorem 5.3.** The following are true:

1. \( \text{Ext} \) is surjective.
2. \( \text{Lab} \) is injective.

Note that the reverse of Theorem 5.3 is not true (i.e., \( \text{Ext} \) is not injective and \( \text{Lab} \) is not surjective), not even in the more restrictive AAF case, as [12] showed.

Moreover, we can show that when a set of arguments \( A \) is transformed into a labelling (\( \lambda = \text{Lab}(A) \)), the information on \( A \) is not “lost”, in the sense that we can revert the result back to the same set of arguments using \( \text{Ext} \) (i.e., \( \text{Ext}(\lambda) = A \)).

Formally:

\(^4\)Formally, a function \( f : S_1 \mapsto S_2 \) is called injective if and only if \( f(x) = f(y) \) implies \( x = y \); it is called surjective if and only if for any \( y \in S_2 \) there exists \( x \in S_1 \) such that \( f(x) = y \); and it is called bijective if and only if it is both injective and surjective.
**Theorem 5.4.** For all $A \in \mathcal{E}$ it holds that $\text{Ext}(\text{Lab}(A)) = A$.

Note that the reverse counterpart of Theorem 5.4 does not hold, i.e., in general, $\text{Lab}(\text{Ext}(\lambda)) \neq \lambda$. Similarly, $\text{Lab}$ is not surjective, whereas $\text{Ext}$ is not injective. This is expected because labellings are more expressive than extensions, so one naturally expects $\mathcal{L}$ to be richer than $\mathcal{E}$. To complete the picture, we need the notion of *proper labellings*:

**Definition 5.5.** A labelling $\lambda$ is called proper if and only if it holds that:

$\lambda(a) = \text{out}$ if and only if $\text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright a$.

We denote by $\hat{\mathcal{L}}$ the set of all proper labellings.

Proper labellings are important, because it can be shown that they correspond exactly to extensions. Indeed, the following is the counterpart of Theorem 5.4:

**Theorem 5.6.** It holds that $\text{Lab}(\text{Ext}(\lambda)) = \lambda$ if and only if $\lambda \in \hat{\mathcal{L}}$.

Based on Theorems 5.4 and 5.6, we can easily prove the following important corollary, which essentially clarifies the connection between extensions and labellings, by showing that $\mathcal{E}$ and $\hat{\mathcal{L}}$ are in fact isomorphic, i.e., there is a bijection between them:

**Corollary 5.7.** The following points hold:

1. $\text{Ext} \mid_{\hat{\mathcal{L}}}$ is injective and surjective
2. $\text{Lab}$ is injective and surjective in $\hat{\mathcal{L}}$
3. $(\text{Ext} \mid_{\hat{\mathcal{L}}})^{-1} = \text{Lab}$
4. $\text{Lab}^{-1} = \text{Ext} \mid_{\hat{\mathcal{L}}}$
5. $\hat{\mathcal{L}}$ is isomorphic to $\mathcal{E}$

In Corollary 5.7, the notation $\text{Ext} \mid_{\hat{\mathcal{L}}}$ denotes the restriction of the function $\text{Ext}$ in $\hat{\mathcal{L}}$; formally, $\text{Ext} \mid_{\hat{\mathcal{L}}}$ is a function defined over $\hat{\mathcal{L}}$, such that $\text{Ext} \mid_{\hat{\mathcal{L}}} (\lambda) = \text{Ext}(\lambda)$ for all $\lambda \in \hat{\mathcal{L}}$. The $-1$ superscript is used to denote the inverse function, under the standard definition.
Now it remains to see which of the different labelling types introduced in Section 4 are proper. As expected (see [12]), complete labellings (and their subtypes, namely, grounded, preferred, stable, semi-stable, eager and ideal) are proper, whereas admissible, conflict-free and naive are not. Moreover, stage labellings are also proper:

**Theorem 5.8.** For $\sigma \in \{\text{co, gr, pr, st, se, ea, id, sg}\}$ it holds that a $\sigma$-labelling is proper.

The following counterexample shows that Theorem 5.8 does not apply to other types of semantics. Also, the same example shows that there are proper extensions that are neither complete nor stage:

**Example 5.9.** Consider a SETAF with two arguments $a, b$ such that $\{a\} \triangleright b$. Then:

- The labelling $\lambda(a) = \text{in}, \lambda(b) = \text{undec}$ is conflict-free, naive and admissible, but not proper.
- The labelling $\lambda(a) = \lambda(b) = \text{undec}$ is conflict-free, admissible and proper, but neither complete nor stage.

Theorem 5.8 and Corollary 5.7, are the counterparts of Theorem 11 of [12] for the SETAF setting. In particular, we have shown that $\text{Ext}$ and $\text{Lab}$ are essentially two different ways to express the same thing, if we restrict ourselves to those semantics that are proper.

Note that these results can be trivially applied to AAFs as well, since an AAF is also a SETAF. Under this viewpoint, our results are a direct extension of Theorem 11 of [12], handling more types of extensions, and identifying the important class of proper labellings, which provides a more complete answer with regard to the relation between $E$ and $L$.

### 5.3. Preservation of semantics during transitioning

The next step is to prove that each type of labelling corresponds to the respective type of extension and vice-versa. The following series of theorems prove these points.
Theorem 5.10. Let $AF^S = \langle \text{Args}, \triangledown \rangle$ be a SETAF and $A \subseteq \text{Args}$ a $\sigma$-extension of $AF^S$, where $\sigma \in \{\text{cf}, \text{ad}, \text{co}, \text{pr}, \text{gr}, \text{st}, \text{na}, \text{se}, \text{ea}, \text{id}, \text{sg}\}$. Then, $\text{Lab}(A)$ is a $\sigma$-labelling of $AF^S$.

Theorem 5.11. Let $AF^S = \langle \text{Args}, \triangledown \rangle$ be a SETAF and $\lambda : \text{Args} \to \{\text{in}, \text{out}, \text{undec}\}$ a $\sigma$-labelling of $AF^S$, where $\sigma \in \{\text{cf}, \text{ad}, \text{co}, \text{pr}, \text{gr}, \text{st}, \text{na}, \text{se}, \text{ea}, \text{id}, \text{sg}\}$. Then, $\text{Ext}(\lambda)$ is a $\sigma$-extension of $AF^S$.

The above theorems show that $\sigma$-labellings and $\sigma$-extensions are essentially analogous ways to define the semantics of a SETAF. For those types of labellings that are proper (i.e., for all considered semantics except $\text{cf}$, $\text{ad}$, $\text{na}$; see Theorem 5.8), these two ways are also isomorphic, as Corollary 5.7 shows. Note that most of these results are direct generalisations (for the SETAF case) of previous results that have appeared elsewhere for AAFs.

Example 5.12. Referring to Example 3.12 again (visualised in Figure 2), and Table 3 (showing complete extensions and labellings), we can easily verify that: (a) the labellings can be generated through the corresponding extensions, using Definition 5.1; (b) the labellings are all complete labellings (under Definition 4.2); (c) the extensions could be generated from the labellings, using Definition 5.2.

6. Associating SETAF with Dung-style argumentation

6.1. Generated argumentation frameworks

Since AAF is a special case of a SETAF, one would expect that the SETAF formalism is strictly more expressive than AAF, and recent work [16] has shown that this is indeed the case. However, the results of [16] assume a fixed set of arguments, i.e., they show that, given a set of arguments, one can create a SETAF whose semantics cannot be captured by any AAF (using the same set of arguments).

In this section, we show that this limitation can be overcome by considering a richer set of arguments for the AAF. More precisely, we show that the seemingly more powerful formalism of SETAFs is in fact equivalent to AAFs (at least in terms of
expressiveness), and that there is a way to associate SETAFs with AAFs, as well as their extensions, albeit with an exponential penalty in the number of arguments considered.

Since AAF is a special case of a SETAF, one would expect that the SETAF formalism is strictly more expressive than AAF, in the sense that one can create SETAF argumentation graphs, whose semantics (extensions) cannot be captured by any AAF. Recent work [16] has shown that this is indeed the case, under the important assumption that the set of arguments is fixed. In other words, [16] showed that, given a set of arguments, one can create a SETAF whose semantics cannot be captured by any AAF (using the same set of arguments).

In this section, we show that this limitation can be overcome when dropping this assumption, i.e., by considering a richer set of arguments for the AAF. More precisely, we show that, given a SETAF, one can generate an AAF and use it to compute the various extensions of the original SETAF; the caveat is that the AAF will be of exponentially bigger size, i.e., it will include an exponential number of arguments compared to the original SETAF.

In the rest of this section, the following notation will prove useful: given a set of arguments $\mathbf{A}$, we denote by $\overline{\mathbf{A}}$ the set consisting of all non-empty subsets of $\mathbf{A}$, i.e.,

$$\overline{\mathbf{A}} = \{ B \mid \emptyset \subset B \subseteq \mathbf{A} \}.$$

The following definition shows one possible way to generate an AAF that represents the same information as a SETAF. In the rest of this section, we will study the relationship between the original SETAF and its generated AAF.

**Definition 6.1.** Consider a SETAF $\mathbb{AF}^S = \langle \text{Args}, \triangleright \rangle$. The AAF $\mathbb{AF}^D = \langle \text{Args}, \rightarrow \rangle$, where $\mathbf{A} \rightarrow \mathbf{B}$ if and only if $\mathbf{A} \triangleright \mathbf{B}$ is called the generated AAF of the SETAF $\mathbb{AF}^S$.

Note that the arguments of the generated AAF are all the non-empty sets of arguments in the original SETAF, whereas the attack relation of the AAF ($\rightarrow$) is in fact equal with the generalised attack relation of the SETAF ($\triangleright$); nevertheless, we chose to use a different symbol to avoid confusion in the discussion that follows. As a result of this transformation, a set of arguments (or a $\sigma$-extension) in the generated AAF essentially corresponds to a set of sets of arguments in the SETAF.
Example 6.2. Figure 3 shows an example of application of Definition 6.1. Note that as already mentioned, the arguments in the generated AAF are essentially all the subsets of arguments in the SETAF (for readability we use $A_1$ to denote $\{a_1\}$, $A_{12}$ to denote $\{a_1, a_2\}$ etc.). As a result, extensions in the generated AAF are sets of sets of arguments, e.g., $\{A_2, A_3, A_{23}\}$ (which corresponds to $\{\{a_2\}, \{a_3\}, \{a_2, a_3\}\}$) is a complete extension of the generated AAF, whereas $\{a_2, a_3\}$ is a complete extension of the SETAF.

It can be observed that, as already hinted above, the generated AAF (under Definition 6.1) contains an exponentially larger number of arguments (compared to the SETAF). This is not an issue for this study, because our purpose is not to provide an efficient mapping of a SETAF to an AAF, but to show that one can always determine the extensions of the SETAF by examining the AAF, and vice-versa. More efficient transformations are considered in Subsection 6.10.

In the rest of this section, we assume an arbitrary SETAF $\langle \text{Args}, \triangleright \rangle$ and its generated AAF $\langle \overline{\text{Args}}, \rightarrow \rangle$. We also denote by $\mathcal{E}_\sigma^\vee$ the set of all $\sigma$-extensions of $\langle \text{Args}, \triangleright \rangle$ and by $\mathcal{E}_\sigma^\wedge$ the set of all $\sigma$-extensions of $\langle \overline{\text{Args}}, \rightarrow \rangle$. 

Figure 3: A SETAF (left) and its generated AAF (right)
6.2. Relating extensions of a SETAF and its generated AAF

Definition 6.1 is based on a natural correspondence between a SETAF and an AAF, in which a set of arguments \( A \) in the SETAF corresponds to a set of arguments \( \overline{A} \) in the generated AAF. Thus, we expect the \( \sigma \)-extensions of the SETAF (\( \mathcal{E}_S^\sigma \)) and its generated AAF (\( \mathcal{E}_D^\sigma \)) to be faithful to this correspondence, for any \( \sigma \). In particular, we expect that \( A \in \mathcal{E}_S^\sigma \) if and only if \( \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_D^\sigma \), and that, if \( \mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_D^\sigma \), then \( \mathcal{E} = \overline{A} \) for some \( A \in \mathcal{E}_S^\sigma \).

Perhaps surprisingly, this is not, generally, the case. The following results will show that, although there are certain semantics (including the extension semantics defined by Dung [21]) in which these relations hold, there are other semantics in which the relation is more complex, as well as semantics in which \( \mathcal{E}_S^\sigma, \mathcal{E}_D^\sigma \) are not related.

Our aim in this section is to make precise the relationship between \( \mathcal{E}_S^\sigma \) and \( \mathcal{E}_D^\sigma \) for each \( \sigma \), by providing results showing how to determine the extensions of a SETAF through the generated AAF, and vice-versa, i.e., how one can determine extensions of the generated AAF through the SETAF. Importantly, we are not interested in showing how to compute the extensions of the SETAF or of the generated AAF in isolation.

Our results show that, although there is not always a relationship between \( \mathcal{E}_S^\sigma \) and \( \mathcal{E}_D^\sigma \), one can always determine the extensions of the SETAF by examining the AAF, and vice-versa. This implies that the SETAF formalism does not add any expressiveness to the original framework. This validates our claim, i.e., that the extension semantics of a SETAF can be computed through the generated AAF (which is of exponentially bigger size), and vice-versa. Nevertheless, the use of SETAF provides a simpler, more intuitive, and exponentially more compact way to represent the information related to joint attacks.

6.3. Conflict-free sets

For conflict-free sets, it is true that \( A \) is conflict-free (in the SETAF) if and only if \( \overline{A} \) is conflict-free (in the generated AAF). However, there are additional conflict-free sets in the generated AAF (that are not of the form \( \overline{A} \)); these are generated by combining appropriate conflict-free sets of the SETAF (say \( A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n \)) into one conflict-free set of the generated AAF (\( \{A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n\} \)). More precisely:
Proposition 6.3. For any set of arguments $A \subseteq \text{Args}$ in the SETAF, the following points are equivalent:

1. $A \in \mathcal{E}_S^\text{cf}$
2. $\{A\} \in \mathcal{E}_D^\text{cf}$
3. $\overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_D^\text{cf}$
4. If $\mathcal{E} \subseteq \overline{A}$, then $\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_D^\text{cf}$

Proposition 6.3 establishes the relationship between conflict-free sets in the SETAF and its generated AAF. However, point #4 shows that $\mathcal{E}_D^\text{cf}$ is much richer, and its elements are not restricted to sets of the form $\overline{A}$. The following proposition completes the picture, showing that, in order for a set to be conflict-free in the generated AAF, it must consist entirely of sets that are conflict-free in the SETAF:

Proposition 6.4. If $\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_D^\text{cf}$ and $A \in \mathcal{E}$, then $A \in \mathcal{E}_S^\text{cf}$.

A direct corollary of Proposition 6.4 is that if $\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_D^\text{cf}$, then $\mathcal{E} \subseteq \mathcal{E}_S^\text{cf}$. These results lead to the following precise characterisation of $\mathcal{E}_S^\text{cf}$, $\mathcal{E}_D^\text{cf}$:

Theorem 6.5. With regard to conflict-free sets, the following points hold:

1. $\mathcal{E}_S^\text{cf} = \{A \mid \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_D^\text{cf}\}$
2. $\mathcal{E}_D^\text{cf} = \{\mathcal{E} \mid \mathcal{E} \subseteq \mathcal{E}_S^\text{cf}, \text{ and } A \not\succ B \text{ for all } A, B \in \mathcal{E}\}$

Interestingly, the characterisation of $\mathcal{E}_S^\text{cf}$ is simpler than the one of $\mathcal{E}_D^\text{cf}$, i.e., it is simpler to compute the conflict-free extensions of the SETAF through the AAF, rather than the opposite. This is a pattern that will also appear in other types of extensions.

Note that the side condition that $A \not\succ B$ for all $A, B \in \mathcal{E}_S^\text{cf}$ (second bullet in Theorem 6.5) is crucial. To see this, consider Example 6.2: although $\{a_1\} \in \mathcal{E}_S^\text{cf}$ and $\{a_2, a_3\} \in \mathcal{E}_S^\text{cf}$, the set $\{\{a_1\}, \{a_2, a_3\}\}$ is not conflict-free in the generated AAF (i.e., $\{\{a_1\}, \{a_2, a_3\}\} \notin \mathcal{E}_D^\text{cf}$).
6.4. Admissible sets

For admissible sets, the situation is similar. The following proposition shows how one can create various admissible sets of the generated AAF, given some admissible set of the generated AAF, $\mathcal{E}$:

**Proposition 6.6.** If $\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}$, then:

1. If $A \subseteq B$ and $B \in \mathcal{E}$, then $\mathcal{E} \cup \{A\} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}$

2. If $A \in \mathcal{E}$, then $\mathcal{E} \cup \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}$

3. If $A, B \in \mathcal{E}$, then $\mathcal{E} \cup \{A \cup B\} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}$

4. $\mathcal{E} \cup \{\bigcup_{A \in \mathcal{E}} A\} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}$

5. $\bigcup_{A \in \mathcal{E}} A \in \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}$

6. $\{\bigcup_{A \in \mathcal{E}} A\} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}$

Of particular interest is point #6, which shows that, once we have an admissible set $\mathcal{E}$, we can create a singleton set consisting of just the union of the sets in $\mathcal{E}$ and still have an admissible set. The following proposition establishes the connection between elements of $\mathcal{E}_S^{ad}$ and $\mathcal{E}_D^{ad}$, in a manner similar to the one established between conflict-free sets in Proposition 6.3:

**Proposition 6.7.** The following points are equivalent for all $A, \mathcal{E}$:

1. $A \in \mathcal{E}_S^{ad}$

2. $\{A\} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}$

3. $\overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}$

Combining these results, we get the following precise characterisation of $\mathcal{E}_S^{ad}, \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}$:

**Theorem 6.8.** With regards to admissible sets, the following points hold:

1. $\mathcal{E}_S^{ad} = \{A \mid \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}\}$

2. $\mathcal{E}_D^{ad} = \{\mathcal{E} \mid \bigcup_{A \in \mathcal{E}} A \in \mathcal{E}_S^{ad}, \text{ and if } C \triangleright \bigcup_{A \in \mathcal{E}} A, \text{ then there is } B \in \mathcal{E} \text{ such that } B \triangleright C\}$
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6.5. **Complete, grounded, preferred and stable extensions**

Complete, grounded, preferred and stable semantics exhibit a very “canonical” behaviour, as Theorem 6.10 shows. Before proving that theorem, we start by showing the following proposition, which is largely a corollary of Proposition 6.6:

**Proposition 6.9.** If $\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{co}$, then:

1. If $A \subseteq B$ and $B \in \mathcal{E}$, then $A \in \mathcal{E}$
2. If $A \in \mathcal{E}$, then $\overline{A} \subseteq \mathcal{E}$
3. If $A, B \in \mathcal{E}$, then $\{A \cup B\} \in \mathcal{E}$
4. $\bigcup_{A \in \mathcal{E}} A \in \mathcal{E}$
5. $\mathcal{E} = \bigcup_{A \in \mathcal{E}} \overline{A}$

The critical point of Proposition 6.9 is #5, which essentially mandates that a complete extension must be of the form $\overline{B}$ for some $B$; this is unlike admissible sets. Using this result, we can now show our main theorem related to complete, grounded, preferred and stable semantics:

**Theorem 6.10.** For $\sigma \in \{\text{co, pr, gr, st}\}$, the following points hold:

1. $\mathcal{E}_{S}^{\sigma} = \{A \mid \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\sigma}\}$
2. $\mathcal{E}_{D}^{\sigma} = \{\overline{A} \mid A \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\sigma}\}$

The following results are interesting corollaries of Theorem 6.10:

**Corollary 6.11.** For $\sigma \in \{\text{co, pr, gr, st}\}$, $A \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\sigma}$ if and only if $\overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\sigma}$.

**Corollary 6.12.** For $\sigma \in \{\text{co, pr, gr, st}\}$, if $\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\sigma}$, then there is some $A$ such that $\mathcal{E} = \overline{A}$ and $A \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\sigma}$.
6.6. Semi-stable and stage extensions

We now study the case of semi-stable and stage extensions, both of which aim at maximising the union of the arguments in the extension with those that are attacked by the extension. The difference between the two cases is that semi-stable extensions consider maximisation over alternative complete extensions, whereas stage extensions consider conflict-free sets.

Before studying this case in detail, we introduce some simplifying notations. For any given $A \subseteq \text{Args}$, we denote: $A^\triangleright = \{c \mid A \triangleright c\}$ and $A^\rhd = \{C \mid A \rhd C\}$. Note that $A^\rhd = \{C \mid A' \rhd C \text{ for some } A' \in \overline{A}\}$ (see also Lemma 1 in Appendix A.2); these notions are obviously related to the maximisation requirements of Definitions 3.8 and 3.11 with regard to the semi-stable and stage extensions of the generated AAF.

It turns out that the situation in semi-stable and stage semantics is not as simple as with the family of complete, grounded, preferred and stable semantics. The prototypical example that shows the problem associated with semi-stable and stage semantics is the following:

**Example 6.13.** Consider a SETAF $\langle \text{Args}, \triangleright \rangle$ defined as follows (see also Figure 4):

- $\text{Args} = \{a_1, a_2, b_1, b_2, c, d\}$
It is easy to note that the only complete extensions of this SETAF are \{a_1, a_2\} and \{b_1, b_2\}. If we add any additional argument to any of these sets we will end up with a conflict, whereas if we remove any argument we will end up with a non-admissible set. With regard to semi-stable extensions, clearly \{a_1, a_2\} is the only one, because it attacks \(c\) (whereas \{b_1, b_2\} does not).

On the other hand, for the generated AAF, the set \{b_1, b_2\} becomes a semi-stable extension too. The reason for this is that any set that includes \(d\) and at least one of \(a_1, a_2\) (e.g., \{a_1, d\}) is attacked by \{b_1, b_2\} but not by \{a_1, a_2\} (and is also not included in \{a_1, a_2\}).

For stage extensions, the conclusion is similar: \{a_1, a_2\} is a stage extension of the SETAF, whereas both \{a_1, a_2\} and \{b_1, b_2\} are stage extensions of the generated AAF.

As a more extreme case, consider the following example, where the generated AAF has an infinite number of semi-stable/stage extensions, whereas the SETAF has none:

**Example 6.14.** Consider a SETAF \(\langle \text{Args}, \triangleright \rangle\) defined as follows:

- \(\text{Args} = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots\} \cup \{b_1, b_2, \ldots\}\)
- \(a_i \triangleright a_j\) whenever \(i \neq j\)
- \(a_i \triangleright b_j\) whenever \(i \geq j\)
• \( b_i \triangleright b_i \) for all \( i \)

Note that there are no semi-stable (or stage) extensions for this SETAF. To see this, note that a semi-stable or stage extension should not contain any \( b_i \) or more than one \( a_i \) (or it would not be conflict-free). Moreover, we note that for any \( a_i \) it holds that \( \{a_i\} \cup \{a_i\}^\triangleright = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots\} \cup \{b_1, \ldots, b_i\} \). As a result \( \{a_i\} \cup \{a_i\}^\triangleright \subset \{a_{i+1}\} \cup \{a_{i+1}\}^\triangleright \), and therefore there is no semi-stable or stage extension.

On the other hand, for all \( i \), \( \{a_i\} \) is both a semi-stable and a stage extension for the generated AAF, so the generated AAF contains an infinite number of semi-stable/stage extensions.

The above examples show that there is no direct relationship between the semi-stable/stage extensions of the SETAF/generated AAF. The cause of the problem is not in the SETAF formalism per se (note that the SETAF of Example 6.14 does not in fact contain joint attacks, so it is an AAF), but in the process of mapping the SETAF to its generated AAF. In more technical terms, the cause of the problem is evident in the following result, in particular point #3:

**Proposition 6.15.** Consider two conflict-free sets \( A, B \). Then:

1. If \( \overline{A} \cup A^- \subseteq \overline{B} \cup B^- \), then \( A \cup A^\triangleright \subseteq B \cup B^\triangleright \).

2. If \( A \triangleright B \) and \( A \cup A^\triangleright \subseteq B \cup B^\triangleright \) then \( \overline{A} \cup A^- \subseteq \overline{B} \cup B^- \).

3. If \( A \triangleright B \) and \( B \cup B^\triangleright \neq \text{Args} \) then \( \overline{A} \cup A^- \not\subseteq \overline{B} \cup B^- \).

Point #1 of Proposition 6.15 shows that an inclusion in the generated AAF carries over nicely in the SETAF. The second point deals with the opposite direction, but requires an additional hypothesis, namely that \( A \triangleright B \). The reason for this hypothesis is evident in point #3: if \( A \triangleright B \) then it cannot be the case that \( \overline{A} \cup A^- \subseteq \overline{B} \cup B^- \), unless of course \( B \cup B^\triangleright = \text{Args} \) (in which case it also holds that \( \overline{B} \cup B^- = \overline{\text{Args}} \) and thus \( B, \overline{B} \) are stable extensions in the SETAF/AAF respectively). As a result of this, it may be the case that \( \overline{A} \) is a semi-stable (or stage) extension of the generated AAF, while \( A \) is not a semi-stable (or stage) extension of the SETAF (as was also the case in the above examples).
Before we study the problem in its generality, we start with a simple special case, which also helps us establish the relationship between stable and semi-stable semantics.

A first obvious corollary of Theorem 6.10 is that $E^S_{st} \neq \emptyset$ if and only if $E^D_{st} \neq \emptyset$. Also, the following holds:

**Proposition 6.16.** If $E^S_{st} \neq \emptyset$ then $E^S_{se} = E^S_{st}$ and $E^D_{st} = E^D_{se}$.

Combining this with Theorem 6.10, we get the following corollary:

**Corollary 6.17.** If $E^S_{st} \neq \emptyset$, then:

1. $E^S_{se} = \{A | \overline{A} \in E^D_{st}\}$
2. $E^D_{se} = \{\overline{A} | A \in E^S_{st}\}$

We can now study the more challenging case where $E^S_{st} = \emptyset$. For this, we need a new notion, which we call domination, defined in two flavours, one for the SETAF ($S$-domination) and one for the generated AAF ($D$-domination):

**Definition 6.18.** Consider two sets of arguments $A, B$. Then, we say that $A$ S-dominates $B$ if and only if:

- $B \setminus A \subseteq A^>$
- $B^> \cap (\text{Args} \setminus (A \cup B)) \subseteq A^> \cap (\text{Args} \setminus (A \cup B))$

Similarly, we say that $A$ D-dominates $B$ if and only if:

- $B^\rightarrow \subseteq A^\rightarrow$
- $B^\rightarrow \cap \overline{\text{Args}} \setminus (A \cup B) \subseteq A^\rightarrow \cap \overline{\text{Args}} \setminus (A \cup B)$

As usual, we say that $A$ strictly S-dominates $B$ if and only if $A$ S-dominates $B$, but $B$ does not S-dominate $A$ (similarly for strict $D$-domination).

Practically, S-domination (and D-domination) requires that $A$ attacks “all of” $B$ (except from their common elements of course) and that $A$ attacks “more of” external arguments (arguments neither in $A$ nor in $B$) than $B$. With regard to the second
bullet of D-domination, note that \( \text{Args} \setminus (A \cup B) \) is not the complement of \( A \cup B \) (e.g., consider \( C = \{c, d\} \) where \( c \in A \cup B \) and \( d \notin A \cup B \)).

In Example 6.13, \( \{a_1, a_2\} \) strictly S-dominates (and also strictly D-dominates) \( \{b_1, b_2\} \), because \( \{a_1, a_2\} \) attacks both \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \) and also it attacks \( c \) (whereas \( \{b_1, b_2\} \) does not attack any argument not in \( \{a_1, a_2\} \)).

This property, not surprisingly, is closely related to our purposes; the following proposition shows that the above two forms of domination are in fact equivalent, and equivalent with the relation \( A \cup A \triangleright \subseteq B \cup B \triangleright \):

**Proposition 6.19.** The following points are equivalent for all \( A, B \in \mathcal{E}^{sf} \):

1. \( A \cup A \triangleright \subseteq B \cup B \triangleright \)
2. \( B \text{ S-dominates } A \)
3. \( B \text{ D-dominates } A \)

A glaring omission from Proposition 6.19 is the relation \( \overline{A} \cup A \triangleleft \subseteq \overline{B} \cup B \triangleleft \), which is not equivalent to the rest. For this, we need an extra precondition, as hinted by Proposition 6.15 already:

**Proposition 6.20.** If \( A, B \in \mathcal{E}^{sf} \) and \( B \cup A \triangleright \neq \text{Args} \), then the following points are equivalent:

1. \( \overline{A} \cup A \triangleleft \subseteq \overline{B} \cup B \triangleleft \)
2. \( A \cup A \triangleright \subseteq B \cup B \triangleright \) and \( A \triangleright B \)
3. \( B \text{ S-dominates } A \) and \( A \triangleright B \)
4. \( B \text{ D-dominates } A \) and \( A \not\triangleright B \)

The following is an interesting consequence of the above propositions:

**Proposition 6.21.** If \( A, B \in \mathcal{E}^{sf} \) and \( A \cup A \triangleright \neq \text{Args} \), then the following points are equivalent:

1. \( \overline{A} \cup A \triangleleft = \overline{B} \cup B \triangleleft \)
2. $A = B$

We can now move on showing the main result regarding semi-stable semantics. The following is an interesting prelude:

**Proposition 6.22.** If $A \in \mathcal{E}^\text{se}_S$ then $\overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}^\text{se}_D$.

Note that the reverse of Proposition 6.22 does not hold, as Examples 6.13, 6.14 testify. These results allow us to prove the following theorem that clarifies the situation with respect to semi-stable semantics in the case where no stable extension exists:

**Theorem 6.23.** The following points hold:

1. $\mathcal{E}^\text{se}_S = \{ A \mid \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}^\text{se}_D, \text{ and if } B \text{ strictly } D\text{-dominates } A \text{ then } B \notin \mathcal{E}^\text{co}_D \}$

2. If $\mathcal{E}^\text{st}_S = \emptyset$ then $\mathcal{E}^\text{se}_D = \{ \overline{A} \mid A \in \mathcal{E}^\text{pr}_S, A \triangleright B \text{ whenever } A \cup A^\triangleright \subset B \cup B^\triangleright \text{ and } B \in \mathcal{E}^\text{pr}_S \}$

To understand better Theorem 6.23, let’s apply it on Example 6.13. As described in Example 6.13, $\{a_1, a_2\}$ and $\{b_1, b_2\}$ are the only semi-stable extensions of the generated AAF. However, $\{a_1, a_2\}$ is the only semi-stable extension of the SETAF; $\{b_1, b_2\}$ is not, because it is strictly dominated by $\{a_1, a_2\}$, which is a complete extension (so $\{b_1, b_2\}$ cannot be a semi-stable extension, per the first bullet of Theorem 6.23). For the second bullet of the theorem, note that $\{a_1, a_2\}, \{b_1, b_2\}$ are the only preferred extensions of the SETAF, and, although $\{a_1, a_2\} \cup \{a_1, a_2\}^\triangleright \supset \{b_1, b_2\} \cup \{b_1, b_2\}^\triangleright$ and $\{a_1, a_2\} \in \mathcal{E}^\text{pr}_S$, it happens that $\{b_1, b_2\} \triangleright \{a_1, a_2\}$, so both $\{a_1, a_2\}$ and $\{b_1, b_2\}$ are semi-stable extensions of the generated AAF.

Note that the first part of Theorem 6.23 holds even when $\mathcal{E}^\text{st}_S \neq \emptyset$. This result, combined with Proposition 6.16 also gives an alternative, but more cumbersome, characterisation of stable extensions for the SETAF. Moreover, the second bullet implies that if $\overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}^\text{se}_D$ then $A \in \mathcal{E}^\text{pr}_S$. Thus, although we have no guarantee that $A$ will be a semi-stable extension, we can at least restrict our search to preferred extensions.

With regard to stage semantics, we start by noting that the problems associated with Examples 6.13, 6.14 are also applicable to stage extensions. However, for
stage semantics, the situation is more complex. The main reason is that stage extensions have as a starting point conflict-free sets, whose form is more complex in the generated AAF, compared to complete extensions, which are the starting point for semi-stable semantics (see Theorems 6.5 and 6.10). As a result, more complex versions of the above results are necessary.

For the simpler case where $\mathcal{E}_S^{\text{st}} \neq \emptyset$, a result similar to Proposition 6.16 holds:

**Proposition 6.24.** If $\mathcal{E}_S^{\text{st}} \neq \emptyset$ then $\mathcal{E}_S^{\text{sg}} = \mathcal{E}_S^{\text{st}}$ and $\mathcal{E}_D^{\text{st}} = \mathcal{E}_D^{\text{sg}}$.

Combining this with Theorem 6.10, we get the following corollary:

**Corollary 6.25.** If $\mathcal{E}_S^{\text{st}} \neq \emptyset$, then:

1. $\mathcal{E}_S^{\text{sg}} = \{ A \mid A \in \mathcal{E}_D^{\text{st}} \}$
2. $\mathcal{E}_D^{\text{sg}} = \{ A \mid A \in \mathcal{E}_S^{\text{st}} \}$

For the more challenging case where $\mathcal{E}_S^{\text{st}} = \emptyset$, we start with the characterisation of $\mathcal{E}_S^{\text{sg}}$, which does not require any additional tools:

**Theorem 6.26.** The following holds:

$\mathcal{E}_S^{\text{sg}} = \{ A \mid A \in \mathcal{E}_D^{\text{st}}, \text{ and if } B \text{ strictly } D\text{-dominates } A \text{ then } B \notin \mathcal{E}_D^{\text{sg}} \}$

It is interesting to note the similarity of Theorem 6.26 (for stage semantics) with its corresponding Theorem 6.23 (for semi-stable semantics). No such similarity exists for the characterisations of $\mathcal{E}_D^{\text{st}}, \mathcal{E}_D^{\text{sg}}$, as we will soon prove.

To properly characterise stage semantics, we need to deal with families of sets of arguments. Recall (Theorem 6.5) that the conflict-free sets of the generated AAF are essentially families of conflict-free sets of the SETAF. Along these lines, the cornerstone for the characterisation of $\mathcal{E}_D^{\text{sg}}$ when $\mathcal{E}_S^{\text{st}} = \emptyset$, is the following result:

**Proposition 6.27.** Consider two families of sets of arguments $\{A_i\}, \{B_i\}$, such that $A_j \not\preceq A_k, B_j \not\preceq B_k$ for all $j, k$, and $\mathcal{E}_S^{\text{st}} = \emptyset$. Then $\bigcup(\overline{A_i} \cup A_i^{-}) \subseteq \bigcup(\overline{B_i} \cup B_i^{-})$ if and only if all of the following points hold:

- $\bigcup(A_i \cup A_i^{\bullet}) \subseteq \bigcup(B_i \cup B_i^{\bullet})$
• For all $j, k$, $A_j \nrightarrow B_k$

• For all $j$ there is $k$ such that $A_j \setminus B_k \subseteq \bigcup B_i$

This result is critical; recall that conflict-free sets (the starting point for stage semantics) in the generated AAF can be any family of conflict-free sets from $E_{Sf}^c$, so we need a way to compare the quantities $\bigcup (A_i \cup A_i) ↣$ and $\bigcup (B_i \cup B_i) ↣$. Essentially, Proposition 6.27 states that, in order for $\bigcup (A_i \cup A_i) ↣ \subseteq \bigcup (B_i \cup B_i) ↣$ to hold, the corresponding relation in the SETAF must hold ($\bigcup (A_i \cup A_i) ↣ \subseteq \bigcup (B_i \cup B_i)$), there should be no attack on elements of $\{B_i\}$ by any element of $\{A_i\}$, and for every set in $\{A_i\}$, say $A_j$, all elements of $A_j$ should either be attacked by $\{B_i\}$ or be contained in some, fixed, member of the family $\{B_i\}$.

We also need the notion of covering. Intuitively, a family $\{A_i\}$ covers a family $\{B_i\}$ if the former contains “larger” sets than the latter. Formally:

**Definition 6.28.** Consider two families $\{A_i\}, \{B_i\}$. We say that $\{A_i\}$ covers $\{B_i\}$ if and only if for all $j$ there is $k$ such that $A_j \supseteq B_k$.

As an example, for the families $\{A_i\} = \{\{a_1, a_2\}, \{a_3, a_4\}\}$, $\{B_i\} = \{\{a_1, a_3\}, \{a_2, a_4\}\}$, it is not the case that $\{A_i\}$ covers $\{B_i\}$ (or vice-versa). Moreover, $\{A_i\}$ covers $\{\{a_1\}, \{a_3\}\}$, but $\{B_i\}$ does not.

The following proposition can be immediately derived:

**Proposition 6.29.** If $\{B_i\}$ covers $\{A_i\}$ then $\bigcup (\overline{A_i} \cup A_i) \subseteq \bigcup (\overline{B_i} \cup B_i)$.

Clearly, the reverse of Proposition 6.29 is not true. Interestingly, when both inclusions are known to hold (i.e., $\bigcup (\overline{A_i} \cup A_i) = \bigcup (\overline{B_i} \cup B_i)$), then we can show that families $\{A_i\}, \{B_i\}$ cover each other (under certain additional hypotheses):

**Proposition 6.30.** Consider two families of sets of arguments $\{A_i\}, \{B_i\}$, such that $A_j \nrightarrow A_k, B_j \nrightarrow B_k$ for all $j, k$ and $E_{Sf}^c = \emptyset$. Then, the following points are equivalent:

1. $\bigcup (\overline{A_i} \cup A_i) = \bigcup (\overline{B_i} \cup B_i)$

2. $\{A_i\}$ covers $\{B_i\}$ and $\{B_i\}$ covers $\{A_i\}$
We now have all the necessary tools to show our final result related to stage semantics:

**Theorem 6.31.** If $E_{st} = \emptyset$, then $E_{sg} = \{ \bigcup \overline{A_i} \mid \text{for all } j, k \ A_j \not\supset A_k, \text{ and, if there is } \{B_i\} \text{ such that } \bigcup (A_i \cup A_i^\downarrow) \subseteq \bigcup (B_i \cup B_i^\downarrow), \bigcup B_i \cap (\bigcup (A_i^\downarrow \cup B_i^\downarrow)) = \emptyset, \text{ and for all } j \text{ there is some } k \text{ such that } A_j \setminus B_k \subseteq \bigcup B_i^\downarrow, \text{ then } \{A_i\} \text{ covers } \{B_i\}\}.$

Some clarifications with regards to Theorem 6.31 are necessary. First, the theorem implies that all stage extensions of $AF$ are of the form $\bigcup \overline{A_i}$, where each $A_i$ is conflict-free, and the various $A_i$ do not attack each other. This is similar to the requirement for conflict-free sets in $E_{cf}$, except that here we take $\bigcup A_i$, rather than $\bigcup \overline{A_i}$.

Second, the theorem does not imply any connection between the SETAF and the AAF stage extensions. In fact, the elements of $E_{sg}$ are not necessarily of the form $\overline{A}$ for some $A$.

Third, the requirement associated with Theorem 6.31 essentially looks for families that exhibit the maximality property required by the definition of stage semantics. However, this maximality requirement is expressed in terms of the SETAF. In particular, for a given family $\{B_i\}$ it checks whether it is “better” than $\{A_i\}$ (by essentially reiterating the related condition proven in Proposition 6.27). If this is indeed the case, it requires that $\{A_i\}$ covers $\{B_i\}$ (which in turn implies that $\bigcup (\overline{A_i} \cup A_i^\downarrow) \supseteq \bigcup (\overline{B_i} \cup B_i^\downarrow)$, i.e., both families are stage extensions).

### 6.7. Ideal extensions

Ideal semantics are based on complete and preferred extensions, which behave quite nicely (see Theorem 6.10). As a result, the corresponding characterisation for ideal extensions is simple:

**Theorem 6.32.** The following points hold:

1. $E_{id}^S = \{ A \mid \overline{A} \in E_{id}^D \}$
2. $E_{id}^D = \{ \overline{A} \mid A \in E_{id}^S \}$
6.8. Naive extensions

For naive semantics, the situation is a bit more complex, because they correspond to maximal conflict-free sets, whose characterisation is more convoluted. The following result characterises naive extensions, by just forbidding “better” alternatives of a candidate naive extension in each case:

**Theorem 6.33.** The following points hold:

1. \( \mathcal{E}_S^{na} = \{ A \mid \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{cf} \text{ and } B \not\in \mathcal{E}_D^{cf} \text{ whenever } \overline{A} \subset B \} \)

2. \( \mathcal{E}_D^{na} = \{ E \mid E \subseteq \mathcal{E}_S^{cf} \text{ and } A \nrightarrow B \text{ for } A, B \in E, \text{ and for } E' \text{ for which } E \subseteq E' \subseteq \mathcal{E}_S^{cf} \text{ there is some } A, B \in E' \text{ such that } A \nrightarrow B \} \)

6.9. Eager extensions

With regard to eager, the situation is even more complex. This semantics requires an extension to be maximal among all complete extensions that are subsets of all semi-stable extensions. To simplify presentation, we use the following sets:

\[
\mathcal{E}^\cap = \bigcap \{ A \mid A \in \mathcal{E}_S^{se}, \text{ and if B strictly D-dominates A then } \overline{B} \not\in \mathcal{E}_D^{co} \}
\]

\[
S^\cap = \bigcap \{ A \mid A \in \mathcal{E}_S^{pr}, A \nrightarrow B \text{ whenever } A \cup A^\bullet \subset B \cup B^\bullet \text{ and } B \in \mathcal{E}_S^{pr} \}.
\]

Comparing the definitions of \( S^\cap, \mathcal{E}^\cap \) with Theorem 6.23 (on se-extensions), it is easy to show the following:

**Proposition 6.34.** The following points are equivalent:

1. \( A \in \mathcal{E}^\cap \)

2. \( A \subseteq B \text{ for all } B \in \mathcal{E}_S^{se} \)

**Proposition 6.35.** If \( \mathcal{E}_S^{st} = \emptyset \), then the following points are equivalent:

1. \( A \subseteq S^\cap \)

2. \( \overline{A} \subseteq E \text{ for all } E \in \mathcal{E}_D^{se} \)
The above propositions clarify the intuition behind the rather complex definitions of $E^\cap$, $S^\cap$. In particular, $E^\cap$ contains all the sets of arguments from the SETAF that are subsets of all semi-stable extensions of the SETAF; whereas $S^\cap$ is itself a maximal subset of all the semi-stable extensions of the generated AAF. Given the requirement (for eager extensions) to be subsets of all semi-stable extensions, the relevance of these sets is obvious.

Based on Propositions 6.34, 6.35, we can use $E^\cap$, $S^\cap$ as intermediate notions for showing the characterisation of eager semantics:

**Theorem 6.36.** The following points hold:

1. $E^\text{en}_S = \{A | \overline{A} \in E^\text{co}_D, A \in E^\cap, \text{ and } A \subseteq B \Rightarrow B \notin E^\text{co}_D \text{ or } B \notin E^\cap \}$

2. If $E^\text{ext}_S \neq \emptyset$ then $E^\text{en}_D = \{\overline{A} | A \in E^\text{co}_S, A \subseteq B \text{ for all } B \in E^\text{ext}_S, \text{ and } A \subseteq C \Rightarrow C \notin E^\text{co}_S \text{ or there is some } D \in E^\text{ext}_S \text{ such that } C \nsubseteq D \}$

3. If $E^\text{ext}_S = \emptyset$ then $E^\text{en}_D = \{\overline{A} | A \in E^\text{co}_S, A \subseteq S^\cap, \text{ and } A \subseteq B \Rightarrow B \notin E^\text{co}_S$ or $B \nsubseteq S^\cap \}$

Again, the idea behind the characterisation of eager semantics is to disallow “better” extensions by requiring that, whenever a “better” candidate exists, this would fail the other requirements of the definition (being complete, or being a subset of all semi-stable extensions).

**6.10. Alternative transformations**

In the definition of the generated AAF (Definition 6.1), we assumed that all non-empty subsets of $\text{Args}$ are included as arguments in the generated AAF. Alternatively, one could consider various schemes for including sets of arguments “as needed”, i.e., different schemes for choosing which sets of arguments from $\overline{\text{Args}}$ will be considered in the generated AAF. In other words, the arguments of the generated AAF would include only some of the subsets of $\text{Args}$, whereas the attacks of the generated AAF would be the attacks that apply among the chosen sets of arguments.

A particularly effective scheme for choosing the arguments to include in the generated AAF would be to include only sets of arguments that minimally attack other arguments.
But, of course, one could also consider more complex alternatives, devised in such a way as to produce more elegant correspondences among the extensions of the SETAF and its generated AAF.

A particularly effective scheme for choosing the arguments to include in the generated AAF would be to include only sets of arguments that minimally attack other arguments but one could also consider more complex alternatives. Although we have not exhaustively explored the space of possibilities and alternative transformations, we conjecture that such ideas will not produce any better (i.e., more elegant) results compared to the ones described previously in this section. The main reason behind this conjecture is that one can always create examples where specific sets of arguments will be “forced” to be included in the generated AAF, thereby breaking the elegance of the correspondence.

To visualise that, let us reconsider Example 6.13. If we consider the scenario where the generated AAF contains only the sets of arguments that minimally attack other arguments, then \(\{a_1, d\}, \{a_1\}\) is the only semi-stable extension of the generated AAF, as one would expect. This is because the sets of arguments that cause also \(\{b_1, b_2\}, \{b_1\}\) to become semi-stable (such as \(\{a_1, d\}\)) are simply omitted from the generation process, due to the more selective scheme of argument creation in the generated AAF. However, although this resolves the problem for this particular example, it does not avoid it entirely, as one could create an alternative example, where \(\{a_1, d\}\) attacks some argument (e.g., \(c\)), thereby forcing us to include \(\{a_1, d\}\) in the generated AAF. In this alternative example, \(\{b_1, b_2\}, \{b_1\}, \{b_2\}\) is also semi-stable, and thus results analogous to Theorem 6.23 hold for this alternative transformation.

Having said that, it is important to consider these alternative transformations as a means to reduce the average size (number of arguments) of the generated AAF. A more detailed study of these aspects goes beyond the scope of this paper and is left for future work.

To visualise this, let us reconsider Example 6.13. The existence of the attack \(\{a_1, d\} \triangleright c\) forces us to include \(\{a_1, d\}\) in the arguments of the generated AAF. This inclusion is critical because \(\{a_1, d\}\) becomes part of \(\{b_1, b_2\}\), while no other set of arguments in the generated AAF is both conflict-free and includes \(\{a_1, d\}\), leading
to the conclusion that \( \{b_1, b_2\} \) is a semi-stable extension of the generated AAF, despite the fact that \( \{b_1, b_2\} \) is not a semi-stable extension of the SETAF. And this is true regardless of the actual arguments we decide to include in the generated AAF so long as these arguments include all the minimally attacking/attacked sets of arguments from the original SETAF. Interestingly, if we had considered the minimal transformation (where only the minimally attacking/attacked arguments are considered) and if the attack \( \{a_1, d\} \triangleright c \) was missing, then \( \{a_1, d\} \) would not have been included in the arguments of the generated AAF and \( \{a_1, a_2\} \) would have been the only semi-stable extension of the generated AAF. However, this “elegant” behaviour cannot be generalised as explained above.

Despite these discouraging remarks, it is still important to consider these alternative transformations as a means to reduce the average size (number of arguments) of the generated AAF. A more detailed study of these aspects goes beyond the scope of this paper and is left for future work.

7. Recasting Dung-style results for SETAF

In the literature, there are various theorems on the properties of and relationships between different acceptability semantics for Dung-style argumentation frameworks [2, 12, 10, 24]. Here, we show how these results extend to the SETAF setting, filling the gaps from previous work (most notably, [1]). Specifically, we focus on the inclusion relationships between the different semantics (Theorem 7.1) and the existence and multiplicity of extensions and labellings (Theorem 7.2).

Figure 5 shows an overview of the results of this section. Each arrow in the graph pointing from semantics \( \sigma \) to \( \sigma' \) indicates that every \( \sigma \)-extension (or \( \sigma \)-labelling) of a SETAF is also a \( \sigma' \)-extension (resp. \( \sigma' \)-labelling) of the same SETAF (e.g., every stable extension is also a stage extension). The number (possibly followed by \( + \)) that appears next to each semantics indicates the multiplicity of extensions and labellings for the specific semantics (e.g., every SETAF has at least one preferred extension). Similarly to Dung-style AAFs, for certain semantics, the multiplicity of extensions (labellings) is different between finite and infinite SETAF, i.e., between SETAF with a
finite and SETAF with an infinite number of arguments. All such arrows are strict, i.e., no semantics is equivalent to another.

**Theorem 7.1.** All the inclusion relationships between the different acceptability semantics of SETAF depicted in Figure 5 hold for any SETAF.

**Theorem 7.2.** Any SETAF $AF^S$ has: (i) at least one conflict-free extension (labelling); (ii) at least one admissible extension (labelling); (iii) at least one complete extension (labelling); (iv) exactly one grounded extension (labelling); (v) at least one preferred extension (labelling); (vi) zero or more stable extensions (labellings); (vii) at least one naive extension (labelling); (viii) zero or more semi-stable extensions (labellings), and at least one if $AF^S$ is finite; (ix) exactly one ideal extension (labelling); (x) at least one eager extension (labelling), and exactly one if $AF^S$ is finite; (xi) zero or more stage extensions (labellings), and at least one if $AF^S$ is finite.

![Inclusion relations and multiplicity of extensions and labellings for SETAF acceptability semantics](image)

**8. Discussion**

In this paper, we provided a complete formal characterization of Frameworks with Sets of Attacking Arguments (SETAF) by defining different kinds of acceptability semantics in terms of extensions and labellings and showing how they relate to each other. This way, our work provides labelling semantics for SETAF, something that
was totally missing from the related literature (to the best of the authors’ knowledge). In addition, our work studied the relationships between SETAF and AAF (as well as their extensions), and showed how a SETAF (and its extensions) can be expressed in terms of an AAF (albeit in a less compact and natural manner), complementing previous work [16]. Further, we have proven that several important results that have been shown for Dung-style AAFs also apply for SETAF. Our work is based on the definition of SETAF given in [1], and can be seen as a point of reference for SETAF, as it generalises different semantics (originally proposed in various papers) for SETAF and shows various properties. We claim that this is the most complete study of SETAF so far, properly positioning SETAF within the realm of the literature on computational argumentation.

SETAF is not the only argumentation model that has been proposed for formalising the notion of joint-attacks. The collective argumentation frameworks proposed in [25] support the notion of attacks between sets of arguments. The meta-argumentation frameworks that are used to represent bipolar argumentation frameworks as Dung-style frameworks in [26], use the notions of coalitions of arguments and attacks among coalitions. In both frameworks, the attacks are collective in the sense that they invalidate all arguments in the attacked set. As shown in [1], collective attacks from a set of arguments \( A \) on a set of arguments \( B \) can be represented in SETAF as a series of attacks from \( A \) on each of the arguments in \( B \). Furthermore, compared to the frameworks proposed in [25], the semantics of SETAF generalise the semantics provided by Dung, sticking closer to the original definitions of abstract argumentation frameworks. Argumentation Frameworks with Necessities (AFNs) [27] are another kind of bipolar argumentation frameworks that support interactions between single arguments and sets of arguments but in a different way: a necessity relation between a set of arguments \( B \) and an argument \( a \) means that the acceptance of \( a \) requires the acceptance of at least one argument in \( B \). The framework presented in [28] also considers sets of arguments, but as recipients of disjunctive attacks from single arguments. In this framework, the result of an attack from an argument \( a \) that is labelled in to a set of arguments \( A \) is that at least one of the arguments in \( A \) must be labelled out. Definition 2.8 and Theorem 2.9 of the same paper show how a finite disjunctive framework can be converted to a
Dung-style AAF with the same set of extensions, which, combined with the results on the relationship between SETAF and AAF we present in Section 6, provide a way to associate SETAF with disjunctive argumentation frameworks. Finally, there is another line of research studying the accrual of arguments (e.g., see [29, 30, 31]), where the strength of a conclusion or an argument is determined by the number of the independent reasons or arguments that support or attack it. As also explained in [1], SETAF and AAF do not provide a way to quantify the strength of arguments or attacks and, therefore, cannot support the notion of accrual. It would be interesting though to study how different approaches applied to AAF that capture certain features of accrual (e.g., reasoning about preferences on arguments [32] or the graded acceptability semantics proposed in [33]) can also be applied to SETAF.

With regard to the relationship between SETAF and structured argumentation systems, [34] studies the formalisation of SETAF as well as other extensions of AAF in the ASPIC+ framework [35], where arguments are structured as trees whose leaf nodes are facts and whose non-leaf nodes are either defeasible or strict inference rules. The paper concludes that such mapping may be ambiguous as there is often uncertainty in how to reify abstract relations of such frameworks to the elements of the logic, e.g., joint attacks of SETAF to binary attacks supported by ASPIC+. A possible way to instantiate a SETAF to a formal logic is by generating an AAF (e.g., using Definition 6.1) and then mapping the generated AAF to the logic. This, however would result in an exponentially larger number of arguments. Moreover, as argued in [34], SETAF and other extensions of AAF, should not be viewed as abstractions of underlying theories in some formal logics, but rather as models of human reasoning.

Other research literature related to SETAF is mostly concerned with more practical matters. For example, [36] deals with the computation of preferred extensions. In [13], SETAF is leveraged for representing other notions such as higher-level attacks (or else, attacks on attacks); in that work, the model for representing higher-level attacks uses the machinery of SETAF for representing joint attacks. Further, [14] uses SETAF as the underlying framework for representing evidence against an argument in order to support evidence-based reasoning, whereas [15] extends SETAF to develop a formal argument-based framework for coalition formation.
As next steps of this work, one could consider enhancing the expressiveness of SETAF by extending its basic model with features similar to the ones used in extensions of the AAF model, such as the introduction of a joint support relation, weights on (joint) attacks, values promoted by (sets of) arguments, or a preference relation among (sets of) arguments. This would allow associating SETAFs with the corresponding AAF extensions, i.e. frameworks for bipolar argumentation [37, 38], graded [33] or weighted argumentation [39] (along with the introduction of ranking-based semantics [40]), value-based [41], or preference-based argumentation [42] respectively. Given the almost perfect transferability of results from AAFs to SETAFs in the classical case, we expect the proposed extensions to be also smooth. Moreover, one could also consider studying alternative (more compact) translation schemes (from SETAFs to AAFs), in the spirit discussed in Subsection 6.10, and examine the extent to which the results presented in this paper apply under these translation schemes.

An additional proposal for future work would be the consideration of alternative translation schemes (from SETAFs to AAFs), in the spirit discussed in Subsection 6.10. Apart from the obvious gains in the size of the generated AAF (at least in the average case), it is also interesting to examine whether such alternative transformations could produce more elegant correspondences among the various semantics (extensions) of a SETAF and its generated AAF. We conjecture that this is not the case, i.e., that one can prove that the correspondences already shown in this paper also hold for the partial transformations in the general case, but showing this conjecture is left for future work.
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Appendix A. Proofs

Appendix A.1. Proofs for Section 5

Proof of Theorem 5.3.

(1) Take some \( A \in \mathcal{E} \) and take some \( \lambda \) such as \( \lambda(a) = \text{in} \) if and only if \( a \in A \), \( \lambda(a) = \text{undec} \) otherwise. Clearly, \( \text{Ext}(\lambda) = A \), so \( \text{Ext} \) is surjective.

(2) Suppose that \( \text{Lab}(A) = \text{Lab}(B) = \lambda \). Then, by the definition of \( \text{Lab} \), \( a \in A \) if and only if \( \lambda(a) = \text{in} \) and also \( a \in B \) if and only if \( \lambda(a) = \text{in} \), so \( A = B \). Thus, \( \text{Lab} \) is injective. \( \square \)

Proof of Theorem 5.4.

Set \( \lambda = \text{Lab}(A) \). Then: \( a \in \text{Ext}(\text{Lab}(A)) \iff \lambda(a) = \text{in} \iff a \in A \). \( \square \)

Proof of Theorem 5.6.

(\( \Rightarrow \)) We will show that \( \lambda \) is proper. Suppose that \( \lambda(a) = \text{out} \). Then, by the definition of \( \text{Lab} \), this is true if and only if \( \text{Ext}(\lambda) \triangleright a \), which, by the definition of \( \text{Ext} \), is equivalent to \( \text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright a \). So \( \lambda \) is proper.

(\( \Leftarrow \)) Let \( \lambda \) be a proper labelling and set \( \lambda' = \text{Lab}(\text{Ext}(\lambda)) \). We will show that \( \lambda' = \lambda \).

Indeed, \( \lambda'(a) = \text{in} \) if and only if \( a \in \text{Ext}(\lambda) \) which is true if and only if \( a \in \text{in}(\lambda) \) \( \iff \lambda(a) = \text{in} \).

Similarly, \( \lambda'(a) = \text{out} \) if and only if \( a \notin \text{Ext}(\lambda) \), \( \text{Ext}(\lambda) \triangleright a \); using Definition 5.5 and the fact that \( \text{Ext}(\lambda) = \text{in}(\lambda) \), this is equivalent to \( \lambda(a) = \text{out} \).

From the above equivalences we can easily also conclude that \( \lambda'(a) = \text{undec} \) if and only if \( \lambda(a) = \text{undec} \), which means that \( \lambda' = \lambda \) and concludes the proof. \( \square \)

Proof of Theorem 5.8.

Take a co-labelling \( \lambda \). We note that, by definition, \( \lambda(a) = \text{out} \) if and only if \( \text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright a \), so a co-labelling is proper.

Clearly, gr, pr, se, ea and id-labellings are complete, so the result carries over to these cases as well.

Now take a st-labelling \( \lambda \). We note that a st-labelling is also a cf-labelling, so \( \lambda(a) = \text{out} \) implies that \( \text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright a \), so it suffices to show the opposite implication.

Indeed, suppose that \( \text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright a \). If \( \lambda(a) = \text{in} \), we get that \( \lambda \) is not conflict-free, a
contradiction; also, by the definition of st-labellings, undec(λ) = ∅, which forces us to accept that λ(a) = out. So λ is proper.

Now take a sg-labelling λ. We note that a sg-labelling is also a cf-labelling, so λ(a) = out implies that in(λ) ▷ a, so it suffices to show the opposite implication. Indeed, suppose that in(λ) ▷ a. If λ(a) = in, we get that λ is not conflict-free, a contradiction. If λ(a) = undec, then we create a new labelling, λ′, such that λ′(a) = out and λ′(x) = λ(x) for x ≠ a. Clearly, λ′ is conflict-free, and contains less elements marked as undec, which contradicts the minimality criterion of stage labellings, i.e., the hypothesis that λ is stage. We conclude that λ(a) = out. This shows that λ is a proper labelling.

□

Theorems 5.10 and 5.11 consist of 11 parts, one for each of the semantics considered in the theorems. The proof of each part relies on the preceding parts of both theorems. For example, the proofs of the 9th parts of both theorems, i.e. the proofs for eager semantics, rely on parts 1-8 of both theorems.

Proof of Theorem 5.10.

1. For σ = cf:

We set λ = Lab(A). For any argument a ∈ Args the following conditions hold:
(i) λ(a) = in ⇔ a ∈ A (Definition 5.1) ⇒
∃B such that ∀b ∈ B : b ∈ A and B ▷ a (conflict-freeness) ⇒
∃B such that ∀b ∈ B : λ(b) = in and B ▷ a (Definition 5.1) (1)
(ii) λ(a) = out ⇔ A ▷ a and a /∈ A (Definition 5.1) ⇒
∃B such that ∀b ∈ B : b ∈ A and B ▷ a ⇒
∃B such that ∀b ∈ B : λ(b) = in and B ▷ a (Definition 5.1) (2)

From (1), (2) and Definition 4.2, we conclude that λ is a conflict-free labelling of AF^S.

2. For σ = ad:

We set λ = Lab(A). For any argument a ∈ Args the following conditions hold:
(i) λ(a) = in ⇔ a ∈ A (Definition 5.1) ⇒
for all B ▷ a: A ▷ B (Definition 3.2) ⇒
for all $B \triangleright a$: $\exists b \in B$ such that $\lambda(b) = \text{out}$ (Definition 5.1) (1)

(ii) $\lambda(a) = \text{out} \iff A \triangleright a$ and $a \notin A$ (Definition 5.1) $\Rightarrow$

$\text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright a$ (Definition 5.1) (2)

From (1), (2) and Definition 4.2, we conclude that $\lambda$ is an admissible labelling of $AF^S$.

3. For $\sigma = \mathbf{co}$:

We set $\lambda = \text{Lab}(A)$. For any argument $a \in \text{Args}$ the following conditions hold:

(i) $\lambda(a) = \text{in} \iff a \in A$ (Definition 5.1) $\iff$

for all $B \triangleright a$: $A \triangleright B$ (Definition 3.3) $\iff$

for all $B \triangleright a$: $\exists b \in B$ such that $A \triangleright b$ (by the definition of $\triangleright$) $\iff$

for all $B \triangleright a$: $\exists b \in B$ such that $\lambda(b) = \text{out}$ (Definition 5.1) (1)

(ii) $\lambda(a) = \text{out} \iff A \triangleright a$ and $a \notin A$ (Definition 5.1) $\iff$

$A \triangleright a$ (since by Definitions 3.2 and 3.3, $A$ is conflict-free) $\iff$

$\text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright a$ (Definition 5.1) (2)

From (1), (2) and Definition 4.2, we conclude that $\lambda$ is a complete labelling of $AF^S$.

4. For $\sigma = \mathbf{pr}$:

By definition, every preferred extension of $AF^S$ is also a complete extension of $AF^S$,

therefore $A$ is a complete extension of $AF^S$ $\Rightarrow$

$\lambda = \text{Lab}(A)$ is a complete labelling of $AF^S$ (by part 3 of this theorem for $\sigma=\mathbf{co}$)

Moreover, by the definition of preferred extensions, $A$ is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among the complete extensions of $AF^S$(1)

Suppose there is another complete labelling $\lambda'$ such that $\text{in}(\lambda) \subset \text{in}(\lambda')$. Then, $A' = \text{Ext}(\lambda') = \text{in}(\lambda')$ would be a complete extension of $AF^S$ (by Theorem 5.11-3) and

$A = \text{in}(\lambda) \subset A'$, which violates (1). Therefore, $\text{in}(\lambda)$ is maximal among the complete labellings of $AF^S$. Therefore, $\lambda$ is a preferred labelling of $AF^S$.

5. For $\sigma = \mathbf{gr}$:

By definition, every grounded extension of $AF^S$ is also a complete extension of $AF^S$,

therefore $A$ is a complete extension of $AF^S$ $\Rightarrow$

$\lambda = \text{Lab}(A)$ is a complete labelling of $AF^S$ (by part 3 of this theorem for $\sigma=\mathbf{co}$)
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Moreover, by the definition of grounded extensions, \( A \) is minimal w.r.t. set inclusion among the complete extensions of \( AF^S \).

Suppose there is another complete labelling \( \lambda' \) such that \( \text{in}(\lambda') \subset \text{in}(\lambda) \). Then, \( A' = \text{Ext}(\lambda') = \text{in}(\lambda') \) would be a complete extension of \( AF^S \) (by Theorem 5.11-3) and \( A' \subset \text{in}(\lambda) = A \), which violates (1). Therefore, \( \text{in}(\lambda) \) is minimal among the complete labellings of \( AF^S \). Therefore, \( \lambda \) is a grounded labelling of \( AF^S \).

6. For \( \sigma = \text{st} \) :

By definition, every stable extension of \( AF^S \) is a conflict-free subset of \( \text{Args} \), therefore \( A \) is a conflict-free subset of \( \text{Args} \Rightarrow \lambda = \text{Lab}(A) \) is a conflict-free labelling of \( AF^S \) (by part 1 of this theorem for \( \sigma = \text{cf} \)).

Moreover, for every argument \( a \in \text{Args} \): either \( a \in A \Rightarrow \lambda(a) = \text{in} \) (by Definition 5.1) or \( a \notin A \Rightarrow A \not\succ a \) (by Definition 3.6) \( \Rightarrow \lambda(a) = \text{out} \) (by Definition 5.1).

Therefore, \( \text{undec}(\lambda) = \emptyset \) and \( \lambda \) is a conflict-free labelling of \( AF^S \), which means that \( \lambda \) is a stable labelling of \( AF^S \).

7. For \( \sigma = \text{na} \) :

\( A \) is conflict-free (by definition of naive extensions), therefore \( \lambda = \text{Lab}(A) \) is a conflict-free labelling of \( AF^S \) (by part 1 of this theorem for \( \sigma = \text{cf} \)).

Moreover, by the definition of naive extensions, \( A \) is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among the conflict-free subsets of \( \text{Args} \) (1).

Suppose there is another conflict-free labelling \( \lambda' \) such that \( \text{in}(\lambda) \subset \text{in}(\lambda') \). Then, \( A' = \text{Ext}(\lambda') = \text{in}(\lambda') \) would be a conflict-free subset of \( \text{Args} \) (by Theorem 5.11-1) and \( A = \text{in}(\lambda) \subset A' \), which violates (1). Therefore, \( \text{in}(\lambda) \) is maximal among the conflict-free labellings of \( \text{Args} \). Therefore, \( \lambda \) is a naive labelling of \( AF^S \).

8. For \( \sigma = \text{se} \) :

By definition, every semi-stable extension of \( AF^S \) is also a complete extension of \( AF^S \), therefore \( A \) is a complete extension of \( AF^S \Rightarrow \lambda = \text{Lab}(A) \) is a complete labelling (by part 3 of this theorem for \( \sigma = \text{co} \)).

Moreover, by the definition of semi-stable extensions, the set \( A \cup \{b \in \text{Args} \mid A \not\succ b\} \)
is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among the complete extensions of $AF^S$. (1)

Suppose there is another complete labelling $\lambda'$ such that $\text{in}(\lambda) \cup \{b \in \text{Args} \mid \text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright b\} \subset \text{in}(\lambda') \cup \{b \in \text{Args} \mid \text{in}(\lambda') \triangleright b\}$. Then, $A' = \text{Ext}(\lambda') = \text{in}(\lambda')$ would be a complete extension of $AF^S$(by Theorem 5.11-3) and $A \cup \{b \in \text{Args} \mid A \triangleright b\} = \text{in}(\lambda) \cup \{b \in \text{Args} \mid \text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright b\} \subset A' \cup \{b \in \text{Args} \mid A' \triangleright b\}$, which violates (1). Therefore, $\text{in}(\lambda) \cup \{b \in \text{Args} \mid \text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright b\}$ is maximal among the complete labellings of $AF^S$. Therefore, $\lambda$ is a semi-stable labelling of $AF^S$.

9. For $\sigma = \text{ea}$:

By definition, every eager extension of $AF^S$ is also a complete extension of $AF^S$, therefore $A$ is a complete extension of $AF^S \Rightarrow 
\lambda = \text{Lab}(A)$ is a complete labelling of $AF^S$ (by part 3 of this theorem for $\sigma=\text{co}$)

Moreover, by the definition of eager extensions:
(1) $A \subseteq B$ for all semi-stable extensions $B$ of $AF^S$ and
(2) $C \subseteq A$ for all complete extensions $C$ of $AF^S$ that satisfy (1)

Suppose there is a semi-stable labelling $\lambda'$ such that $\text{in}(\lambda) \nsubseteq \text{in}(\lambda')$. Then, $A' = \text{Ext}(\lambda') = \text{in}(\lambda')$ would be a semi-stable extension of $AF^S$ (by Theorem 5.11-8) and $A' \subset \text{in}(\lambda) = A$, which violates (1).

Suppose there is a complete labelling $\lambda'$ such that $\text{in}(\lambda') \subset \text{in}(\lambda'')$ for all semi-stable labellings $\lambda''$ of $AF^S$and $\text{in}(\lambda) \subset \text{in}(\lambda')$. Then, $A' = \text{Ext}(\lambda') = \text{in}(\lambda')$ would be a complete extension of $AF^S$(by Theorem 5.11-3) and a subset of all semi-stable extensions of $AF^S$(since by Theorem 5.11-8 and part 8 of this theorem, all the semi-stable extensions of $AF^S$can be generated from the semi-stable labellings of $AF^S$using the function $\text{Ext}$) and $A \subset A'$, which violates (2).

Therefore, $\text{in}(\lambda)$ is a complete labelling of $AF^S$, $\text{in}(\lambda) \subseteq \text{in}(\lambda')$ for all semi-stable labellings $\lambda'$ of $AF^S$, and $\text{in}(\lambda)$ is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among all labellings satisfying the previous two conditions. Therefore $\lambda$ is an eager labelling of $AF^S$.

10. For $\sigma = \text{id}$:

By definition, every ideal extension of $AF^S$ is also a complete extension of $AF^S$, therefore $A$ is a complete extension of $AF^S \Rightarrow
\( \lambda = \text{Lab}(A) \) is a complete labelling of \( AF^S \) (by part 3 of this theorem for \( \sigma=\text{co} \)).

Moreover, by the definition of ideal extensions:

(1) \( A \subseteq B \) for all preferred extensions \( B \) of \( AF^S \) and

(2) \( C \subseteq A \) for all complete extensions \( C \) of \( AF^S \) that satisfy (1)

Suppose there is a preferred labelling \( \lambda' \) such that \( \text{in}(\lambda) \nsubseteq \text{in}(\lambda') \). Then, \( A' = \text{Ext}(\lambda') = \text{in}(\lambda') \) would be a preferred extension of \( AF^S \) (by Theorem 5.11-4) and \( A' \subset \text{in}(\lambda) = A \), which violates (1).

Suppose there is a complete labelling \( \lambda' \) such that \( \text{in}(\lambda') \subset \text{in}(\lambda'') \) for all preferred labellings \( \lambda'' \) of \( AF^S \) and \( \text{in}(\lambda) \subset \text{in}(\lambda') \). Then, \( A' = \text{Ext}(\lambda') = \text{in}(\lambda') \) would be a complete extension of \( AF^S \) (by Theorem 5.11-3) and a subset of all preferred extensions of \( AF^S \) (since by Theorem 5.11-4 and part 4 of this theorem, all the preferred extensions of \( AF^S \) can be generated from the preferred labellings of \( AF^S \) using the function \( \text{Ext} \)) and \( A \subset A' \), which violates (2).

Therefore, \( \text{in}(\lambda) \) is a complete labelling of \( AF^S \), \( \text{in}(\lambda) \subseteq \text{in}(\lambda') \) for all preferred labellings \( \lambda' \) of \( AF^S \), and \( \text{in}(\lambda) \) is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among all labellings satisfying the previous two conditions. Therefore \( \lambda \) is an ideal labelling of \( AF^S \).

11. For \( \sigma = \text{sg} \):

By the definition of stage extensions, \( A \) is conflict-free, therefore \( \lambda = \text{Lab}(A) \) is a conflict-free labelling of \( AF^S \) (by part 1 of this theorem for \( \sigma=\text{cf} \)). Moreover, by the definition of stage extensions, the set \( A \cup \{b \in \text{Args} | A \triangleright b\} \) is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among the conflict-free subsets of \( \text{Args} \). (1)

Suppose there is another conflict-free labelling \( \lambda' \) such that \( \text{in}(\lambda) \cup \{b \in \text{Args} | \text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright b\} \subset \text{in}(\lambda') \cup \{b \in \text{Args} | \text{in}(\lambda') \triangleright b\} \).

Then, \( A' = \text{Ext}(\lambda') = \text{in}(\lambda') \) would be a conflict-free subset of \( \text{Args} \) (by Theorem 5.11-1) and \( A \cup \{b \in \text{Args} | A \triangleright b\} = \text{in}(\lambda) \cup \{b \in \text{Args} | \text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright b\} \subset A' \cup \{b \in \text{Args} | A' \triangleright b\} \), which violates (1).

Therefore, \( \text{in}(\lambda) \cup \{b \in \text{Args} | \text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright b\} \) is maximal among the conflict-free labellings of \( AF^S \), which means that \( \text{undec}(\lambda) \) is minimal among the conflict-free labellings of \( AF^S \). Therefore, \( \lambda \) is a stage labelling of \( AF^S \). \( \square \)
Proof of Theorem 5.11.

1. For $\sigma = \text{cf}$:

   We set $A = \text{Ext}(\lambda)$. According to Definition 5.2:
   
   $A = \{ a \in \text{Args} \mid \lambda(a) = \text{in} \} \Rightarrow$
   
   $A = \{ a \in \text{Args} \mid \nexists B \subseteq \text{in}(\lambda) : B \triangleright a \} \text{ (Definition 4.2: cf-labellings)} \Rightarrow$
   
   $A = \{ a \in \text{Args} \mid \nexists B \subseteq \text{Ext}(\lambda) : B \triangleright a \} \text{ (Definition 5.2)} \Rightarrow$
   
   $A$ does not attack itself, therefore, by Definition 3.1, $A$ is conflict-free.

2. For $\sigma = \text{ad}$:

   We set $A = \text{Ext}(\lambda)$. $\lambda$ is admissible and, therefore, by the definition of admissible labellings (Definition 4.2), conflict-free, and, therefore, by the first part of this theorem, $A$ is conflict-free. (1).

   For any $B \subseteq \text{Args}$ such that $B \triangleright A$: By the definition of $\triangleright$, there is some $a \in A$ such that $B \triangleright a$. Since $a \in A$, $\lambda(a) = \text{in}$. Combining these facts and the definition of admissible labellings (Definition 4.2), it follows that there is some $b \in B$ such that $\lambda(b) = \text{out}$, so (by Definition 4.2 again) $\exists A' \triangleright b, \forall a' \in A' : \lambda(a') = \text{in}$, so, by Definition 5.2, $A' \subseteq A$. We conclude that $A \triangleright b$. Therefore, for all $B \triangleright A$: $A \triangleright B$ (2).

   From (1), (2) and Definition 3.2, we conclude that $A$ is an admissible extension of $\text{Args}$.

3. For $\sigma = \text{co}$:

   We set $A = \text{Ext}(\lambda)$. $\lambda$ is complete and, therefore, by the definition of complete labellings (Definition 4.2), conflict-free, and, therefore, by the first part of this theorem, $A$ is conflict-free. (1).

   For any $B \subseteq \text{Args}$ such that $B \triangleright A$: By the definition of $\triangleright$, there is some $a \in A$ such that $B \triangleright a$. Since $a \in A$, $\lambda(a) = \text{in}$. Combining these facts and the definition of complete labellings (Definition 4.2), it follows that there is some $b \in B$ such that $\lambda(b) = \text{out}$, so (by Definition 4.2 again) $\exists A' \triangleright b, \forall a' \in A' : \lambda(a') = \text{in}$, so, by Definition 5.2, $A' \subseteq A$. We conclude that $A \triangleright b$. Therefore, for all $B \triangleright A$: $A \triangleright B$ (2).
Thirdly, suppose that for an argument \( a \in \text{Args} \), \( A \triangleright B \) for any \( B \subseteq \text{Args} \) such that \( B \triangleright a \Rightarrow \exists b \in B : A \triangleright b \), thus \( \lambda(b) = \text{out} \) and \( \lambda(a) = \text{in} \) (by Definitions 4.2 and 5.2). Therefore \( a \in A \) (by Definition 5.2) (3).

Combining (1)-(3) and Definition 3.3, we conclude that \( A \) is a complete extension of \( AF^S \).

4. For \( \sigma = \text{pr} \):

By the definition of preferred labellings, \( \lambda \) is a complete labelling, and therefore, by part 3 of this theorem for \( \sigma = \text{co} \), \( A = \text{Ext}(\lambda) = \text{in}(\lambda) \) is a complete extension of \( AF^S \). Moreover, \( \text{in}(\lambda) \) is maximal w.r.t set inclusion among the complete labellings of \( AF^S \). Therefore, \( A \) is maximal among the complete extensions generated by the complete labellings of \( AF^S \) (as described in Definition 5.2). By Theorem 5.10-3 and Theorem 5.4, all the complete extensions of \( AF^S \) can be generated from the complete labellings of \( AF^S \) using the function \( \text{Ext} \). Therefore, \( A \) is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among all complete extensions of \( AF^S \), and therefore, by Definition 3.4, a preferred extension of \( AF^S \).

5. For \( \sigma = \text{gr} \):

By the definition of grounded labellings, \( \lambda \) is a complete labelling, and therefore, by part 3 of this theorem for \( \sigma = \text{co} \), \( A = \text{Ext}(\lambda) = \text{in}(\lambda) \) is a complete extension of \( AF^S \). Moreover, \( \text{in}(\lambda) \) is minimal w.r.t set inclusion among the complete labellings of \( AF^S \). Therefore, \( A \) is minimal among the complete extensions generated by the complete labellings of \( AF^S \) (as described in Definition 5.2). As shown in the proof above (for \( \sigma = \text{pr} \)), there is no complete extension that is not generated by a complete labelling of \( AF^S \) as described in Definition 5.2. Therefore, \( A \) is minimal w.r.t. set inclusion among the complete extensions of \( AF^S \), and therefore, by Definition 3.5, a grounded extension of \( AF^S \).

6. For \( \sigma = \text{st} \):

We set \( A = \text{Ext}(\lambda) = \text{in}(\lambda) \). By the definition of stable labellings, for any argument \( a \in \text{Args} \), either:
(1) \( \lambda(a) = \text{in} \iff a \in A \) (by Definition 5.2) or
(2) \( \lambda(a) = \text{out} \Rightarrow \)
\[ \exists B \subseteq \text{Args} \text{ such that } B \triangleright a \text{ and } \forall b \in B: \lambda(b) = \text{in} \text{ (since } \lambda \text{ is conflict-free)} \Rightarrow \]
\[ \exists B \subseteq \text{Args} \text{ such that } B \triangleright a \text{ and } \forall b \in B: b \in A \text{ (by Definition 5.2)} \Rightarrow A \triangleright a \]
Summing up: \( \forall a \in \text{Args}: a \in A \text{ or } A \triangleright a \) (3).

Moreover, by the definition of stable labellings, \( \lambda \) is also a conflict-free labelling of \( AF^S \), and, therefore, by part 1 of this theorem for \( \sigma = \text{cf} \), \( A \) is conflict-free. By combining the latter fact with (3) and Definition 3.6, we conclude that \( A \) is a stable extension of \( AF^S \).

7. For \( \sigma = \text{na} \):

By the definition of naive labellings, \( \lambda \) is a conflict-free labelling, and therefore, by part 1 of this theorem for \( \sigma = \text{cf} \), \( A = \text{Ext}(\lambda) = \text{in}(\lambda) \) is a conflict-free subset of \( \text{Args} \). Moreover, \( \text{in}(\lambda) \) is maximal w.r.t set inclusion among the conflict-free labellings of \( AF^S \). Therefore, \( A \) is maximal among the conflict free sets of arguments generated by the conflict-free labellings of \( AF^S \) (as described in Definition 5.2). By Theorem 5.10-1 and Theorem 5.4, all the conflict-free extensions of \( AF^S \) can be generated from the conflict-free labellings of \( AF^S \) using the function \( \text{Ext} \). We, therefore, conclude that \( A \) is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among all conflict-free subsets of \( \text{Args} \), and therefore, by Definition 3.7 a naive extension of \( AF^S \).

8. For \( \sigma = \text{se} \):

By the definition of semi-stable labellings, \( \lambda \) is a complete labelling, and therefore, by part 3 of this theorem for \( \sigma = \text{co} \), \( A = \text{Ext}(\lambda) = \text{in}(\lambda) \) is a complete extension of \( AF^S \). Moreover, \( \text{undec}(\lambda) \) is minimal, and therefore \( \text{in}(\lambda) \cup \text{out}(\lambda) \) is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among the complete labellings of \( AF^S \). Therefore, by the definition of complete labellings, \( \text{in}(\lambda) \cup \{ b \in \text{Args} \mid \text{in}(\lambda) \triangleright b \} \) is maximal w.r.t set inclusion among the complete labellings of \( AF^S \), and by Definition 5.2, \( A \cup \{ b \in \text{Args} \mid A \triangleright b \} \) is maximal among the complete extensions generated by the complete labellings of \( AF^S \) (as described in Definition 5.2). As already proved, there is no complete extension that is not generated by a complete labelling of \( AF^S \) as
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described in Definition 5.2. Therefore, $A \cup \{ b \in \text{Args} | A \triangleright b \}$ is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among the complete extensions of $AF^S$, and therefore, by Definition 3.8, a semi-stable extension of $AF^S$.

9. For $\sigma = ea$:

By the definition of eager labellings, $\lambda$ is a complete labelling, and therefore, by part 3 of this theorem for $\sigma = co$, $A = Ext(\lambda) = in(\lambda)$ is a complete extension of $AF^S$ (1). Moreover, $in(\lambda) \subseteq in(\lambda')$ for every semi-stable labelling $\lambda'$ of $AF^S$. Therefore, by Definition 5.2 and part 8 of this theorem for $\sigma = se$, $A \subseteq A'$ for every semi-stable extension $A' = Ext(\lambda')$ generated (as described in Definition 5.2) by a semi-stable labelling $\lambda'$ of $AF^S$. By Theorem 5.10-8 and Theorem 5.4, all the semi-stable extensions of $AF^S$ can be generated from the semi-stable labellings of $AF^S$ using the function $Ext$. We, therefore, conclude that $A$ is a subset of every semi-stable extension of $AF^S$. (2)

Finally, $in(\lambda)$ is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among all labellings of $AF^S$ satisfying conditions (1) and (2). Therefore, $A$ is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among all complete extensions generated by the complete labellings of $AF^S$ (as in Definition 5.2), satisfying conditions (1) and (2). As already proved, there is no complete extension that is not generated by a complete labelling of $AF^S$ as described in Definition 5.2. We, therefore, conclude that $A$ is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among all complete extensions of $AF^S$ that are subsets of every semi-stable extension of $AF^S$. By Definition 3.9, it is, therefore, an eager extension of $AF^S$.

10. For $\sigma = id$:

By the definition of ideal labellings, $\lambda$ is a complete labelling, and therefore, by part 3 of this theorem for $\sigma = co$, $A = Ext(\lambda) = in(\lambda)$ is a complete extension of $AF^S$ (1). Moreover, $in(\lambda) \subseteq in(\lambda')$ for every semi-stable labelling $\lambda'$ of $AF^S$. Therefore, by Definition 5.2 and part 4 of this theorem for $\sigma = pr$, $A \subseteq A'$ for every preferred extension $A' = Ext(\lambda')$ generated (as described in Definition 5.2) by a preferred labelling $\lambda'$ of $AF^S$. By Theorem 5.10-4 and Theorem 5.4, all the preferred extensions of $AF^S$ can be generated from the preferred labellings of $AF^S$ using the function $Ext$. 
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We, therefore, conclude that $A$ is a subset of every preferred extension of $AF^S$. (2) Finally, $\text{in}(\lambda)$ is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among all labellings of $AF^S$ satisfying conditions (1) and (2). Therefore, $A$ is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among all complete extensions generated by the complete labellings of $AF^S$ (as in Definition 5.2), satisfying conditions (1) and (2). As already proved, there is no complete extension that is not generated by a complete labelling of $AF^S$ as described in Definition 5.2. Therefore, we, therefore, conclude that $A$ is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among all complete extensions of $AF^S$ that are subsets of every preferred extension of $AF^S$. By Definition 3.10, it is, therefore, an ideal extension of $AF^S$.

11. For $\sigma = \text{sg}$:

By the definition of stage labellings, $\lambda$ is a conflict-free labelling, and therefore, by part 1 of this theorem for $\sigma=\text{cf}$, $A = \text{Ext}(\lambda) = \text{in}(\lambda)$ is a conflict-free subset of $\text{Args}$. Moreover, $\text{undec}(\lambda)$ is minimal, and therefore $\text{in}(\lambda) \cup \text{out}(\lambda)$ is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among the conflict-free labellings of $AF^S$. Therefore, by the definition of conflict-free labellings, $\text{in}(\lambda) \cup \{b \in \text{Args} \mid \text{in}(\lambda) \rightarrow b\}$ is maximal w.r.t set inclusion among the conflict-free labellings of $AF^S$, and by Definition 5.2, $A \cup \{b \in \text{Args} \mid A \rightarrow b\}$ is maximal among the conflict-free subsets of $\text{Args}$ generated by the conflict-free labellings of $AF^S$ (as described in Definition 5.2). As already proved, there is no conflict-free subset of $\text{Args}$ that is not generated by a conflict-free labelling of $AF^S$ as described in Definition 5.2. Therefore, $A \cup \{b \in \text{Args} \mid A \rightarrow b\}$ is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among the conflict-free subsets of $\text{Args}$, and therefore, by Definition 3.11, a stage extension of $AF^S$. □

Appendix A.2. Proofs for Section 6

Lemma 1. The following points hold:

1. If $A \rightarrow B$, $A \subseteq A'$ and $B \subseteq B'$, then $A' \rightarrow B'$

2. If $A \rightarrow B$, then there exists some $A' \subseteq A$ such that $A' \rightarrow B$

3. If $A \rightarrow B$, then there exists some $b \in B$ such that $A \rightarrow \{b\}$
4. \( \{ C \mid A' \rightarrow C \text{ for some } A' \in \overline{A} \} = \{ C \mid A \rightarrow C \} \).

**Proof.**
Obvious from the properties of \( \triangleright \) and the definition of \( \rightarrow \). \( \square \)

**Lemma 2.** If \( \mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\text{cf}} \), then:

1. If \( \mathcal{E}' \subseteq \mathcal{E} \) then \( \mathcal{E}' \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\text{cf}} \)

2. If \( A \subseteq B \) and \( B \in \mathcal{E} \), then \( \mathcal{E} \cup \{ A \} \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\text{cf}} \)

3. If \( A \in \mathcal{E} \), then \( \mathcal{E} \cup \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\text{cf}} \)

**Proof.**
#1 is obvious.
Regarding #2, consider some \( C \) such that \( C \rightarrow A \). Then, \( C \rightarrow B \) (Lemma 1). Since \( \mathcal{E} \) is conflict-free and \( B \in \mathcal{E}, C \notin \mathcal{E} \). If \( C = A \) then \( A \rightarrow B \), so \( B \rightarrow B \) and \( B \in \mathcal{E} \), a contradiction since \( \mathcal{E} \) is conflict-free. So \( C \notin \mathcal{E} \cup \{ A \} \), thus \( \mathcal{E} \cup \{ A \} \) is conflict-free. #3 is a direct corollary of #2. \( \square \)

**Proof of Proposition 6.3.**
(1) \( \Leftrightarrow \) (2): \( A \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{cf}} \Leftrightarrow \) (by definition of \( \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{cf}} \))

\( A \triangleright A \Leftrightarrow \) (by Definition 6.1)

\( A \not\rightarrow A \Leftrightarrow \) (by the definition of conflict-free sets in AFs [2])

\( \{ A \} \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\text{cf}} \).

(2) \( \Rightarrow \) (3): direct from Lemma 2, point #3.

(3) \( \Rightarrow \) (2): direct from Lemma 2, point #1.

(3) \( \Rightarrow \) (4): direct from Lemma 2, point #1.

(4) \( \Rightarrow \) (3): obvious. \( \square \)

**Proof of Proposition 6.4.**
If \( A \notin \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{cf}} \), then \( A \triangleright A \), i.e., \( A \rightarrow A \), which contradicts the assumption. \( \square \)

**Proof of Theorem 6.5.**
#1 is immediate from the equivalence of points #1, #3 of Proposition 6.3.
For #2, take some \( E \in \mathcal{E}^E_D \). By Proposition 6.4, \( E \subseteq \mathcal{E}^E_S \). Moreover, by the fact that \( E \in \mathcal{E}^E_D \), we conclude that \( A \not\rightarrow B \), i.e., \( A \not\rightarrow B \) for all \( A, B \in \mathcal{E} \). \( \square \)

Proof of Proposition 6.6.

For #1, note initially that \( E \cup \{ A \} \) is conflict-free (Lemma 2, point #2). Moreover, consider some \( C \) such that \( C \rightarrow A \). Then, \( C \rightarrow B \), so there is some \( A' \in \mathcal{E} \) such that \( A' \rightarrow C \). We conclude that \( E \cup \{ A \} \) is admissible.

#2 is a direct corollary of #1.

Regarding #3, we must first show that \( E \cup \{ A \cup B \} \) is conflict-free. Indeed, suppose that \( E \cup \{ A \cup B \} \) is not conflict-free, i.e., there are \( A_1, A_2 \in E \cup \{ A \cup B \} \) such that \( A_1 \rightarrow A_2 \). Then, there is some \( a \in A_2 \) such that \( A_1 \rightarrow \{ a \} \). We conclude that there is some \( A_3 \in \mathcal{E} \) such that \( a \in A_3 \); indeed, if \( A_2 \in \mathcal{E} \), then take \( A_3 = A_2 \), otherwise \( A_2 = A \cup B \) so \( a \in A \) or \( a \in B \), and we can take \( A_3 = A \) or \( A_3 = B \) respectively. Therefore, \( A_1 \rightarrow A_3 \) and \( A_3 \in \mathcal{E} \). Since \( \mathcal{E} \) is conflict-free, we conclude that \( A_1 \not\in \mathcal{E} \), thus \( A_1 = A \cup B \), i.e., \( A \cup B \rightarrow A_3 \). Since \( A_3 \in \mathcal{E} \) and \( \mathcal{E} \) is admissible, there is some \( A_4 \in \mathcal{E} \) such that \( A_4 \rightarrow A \cup B \). But then, there is some \( a' \in A \cup B \) such that \( A_4 \rightarrow \{ a' \} \), i.e., \( A_4 \rightarrow A \) or \( A_4 \rightarrow B \). This leads to a contradiction, because, \( A_4, A, B \in \mathcal{E} \) and \( \mathcal{E} \) is conflict-free. We conclude that \( E \cup \{ A \cup B \} \) is conflict-free.

Now consider some \( C \) such that \( C \rightarrow A \cup B \), and take any \( a \in A \cup B \) such that \( C \rightarrow \{ a \} \). Suppose that \( a \in A \). Then \( C \rightarrow A \), so (since \( \mathcal{E} \) is admissible) there is some \( A' \in \mathcal{E} \) such that \( A' \rightarrow C \). Same arguments can be used if \( a \in B \). Thus, \( A \cup B \) is acceptable with respect to \( \mathcal{E} \). This concludes the proof.

For #4 the proof follows the arguments of case #3.

For #5, set \( \mathcal{B} = \bigcup_{A \in \mathcal{E}} A \). We note first that \( \mathcal{E} \cup \{ \mathcal{B} \} \in \mathcal{E}^D_{\mathcal{B}} \) (case #4). Also, for any \( C \in \mathcal{B} \), we get that \( \mathcal{E} \cup \{ C \} \in \mathcal{E}^D_{\mathcal{B}} \) (case #1). Thus, \( \mathcal{E} \cup \mathcal{B} \in \mathcal{E}^D_{\mathcal{B}} \). But, by construction, \( \mathcal{E} \subseteq \mathcal{B} \), which leads to the result.

For #6, set \( \mathcal{B} = \bigcup_{A \in \mathcal{E}} A \). Now take any \( C \rightarrow B \). Then, since \( \mathcal{B} \in \mathcal{E}^D_{\mathcal{B}} \) (point #5) and \( B \in \mathcal{B} \), we conclude that there is some \( D \in \mathcal{B} \) such that \( D \rightarrow C \). Given that \( D \in \mathcal{B} \), we conclude that \( D \subseteq B \) so \( B \rightarrow C \), which leads to the result. \( \square \)

Proof of Proposition 6.7.

#1 \( \Rightarrow \) #2: take some \( A \in \mathcal{E}^E_D \). By Proposition 6.3, \( \{ A \} \in \mathcal{E}^E_D \). Now consider some
C such that C ↠ A. Then C ▶ A, so A ▶ C (since A ∈ \(\mathcal{E}_S^{ad}\)), i.e., A ↠ C. These facts prove that \(\{A\} ∈ \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}\).

#2 ⇒ #1: suppose that \(\{A\} ∈ \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}\). By Proposition 6.3, A ∈ \(\mathcal{E}_S^{ef}\). Now consider some C such that C ▶ A. Then C ↠ A, so A ↠ C (since \(\{A\} ∈ \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}\)), i.e., A ▶ C.

These facts prove that A ∈ \(\mathcal{E}_S^{ad}\).

#2 ⇒ #3: direct from Proposition 6.6, point #5.

#3 ⇒ #2: direct from Proposition 6.6, point #6.

□

Proof of Theorem 6.8.

#1 is direct from Proposition 6.7, in particular by the equivalence of points #1, #3 of that proposition.

For #2, take some \(\mathcal{E} ∈ \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}\) and set \(D = \bigcup_{A ∈ \mathcal{E}} A\). By Proposition 6.6, \(\{D\} ∈ \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}\), so, by Proposition 6.7, \(D ∈ \mathcal{E}_S^{ad}\). Now take some C ▶ D. By construction, there is some A ∈ \(\mathcal{E}\) and a ∈ A such that C ▶ a, so C ▶ A ⇒ C ↠ A. Given that \(\mathcal{E}\) is admissible, we can now conclude that \(\mathcal{E}_D^{ad} \subseteq \{\mathcal{E} \mid D \subseteq A \in \mathcal{E}_S^{ad}\}\), and if C ▶ \(\bigcup_{A ∈ \mathcal{E}} A\), then there is B ∈ \(\mathcal{E}\) such that B ▶ C.

For the opposite inclusion, let’s take some \(\mathcal{E}\) as required by the theorem and set \(D = \bigcup_{A ∈ \mathcal{E}} A\). First, we will show that \(\mathcal{E} ∈ \mathcal{E}_D^{ef}\). Indeed, suppose A, B ∈ \(\mathcal{E}\) such that A ↠ B. Then, A ▶ B, so D ▶ D, a contradiction by the fact that D ∈ \(\mathcal{E}_S^{ad}\). Further, assume some C such that C ↠ B for some B ∈ \(\mathcal{E}\). Then, C ▶ B, so C ▶ D (because B ⊆ D), so by the definition of \(\mathcal{E}\), there is some B′ ∈ \(\mathcal{E}\) such that B′ ▶ C, i.e., B′ ↠ C, so \(\mathcal{E} ∈ \mathcal{E}_D^{ad}\) and the proof is complete.

□

Proof of Proposition 6.9.

For #1, note that, by Proposition 6.6, point #1, A is acceptable with respect to \(\mathcal{E}\), so A ∈ \(\mathcal{E}\).

Point #2 is a direct corollary of point #1.

Points #3 and #4 also follow from Proposition 6.6 (points #3, #4, respectively) by noting that A ∪ B and \(\bigcup_{A ∈ \mathcal{E}} A\) are acceptable with respect to \(\mathcal{E}\).

For point #5, note that B ∈ \(\mathcal{E}\) implies that B ∈ \(\bigcup_{A ∈ \mathcal{E}} A\), so \(\mathcal{E} \subseteq \bigcup_{A ∈ \mathcal{E}} A\). The opposite inclusion follows by combining points #4 and #2 of this proposition.

□

Proof of Theorem 6.10.
We will first show the theorem for $\sigma = \text{co}$.

For #1: Take $A \in E^\text{co}_S$. First we note that $A \in E^\text{ad}_S$, so $\overline{A} \in E^\text{ad}_D$ (Proposition 6.7). Moreover, we can deduce that for any $a \in \text{Args} \setminus A$, there is some $B$ such that $B \rhd a$ and $A \rhd B$, i.e., $B \rightarrow \{a\}$ and $A \not\rhd B$. Now take any $C \notin \overline{A}$. Then, there is some $c \in C \setminus A$, and by the above observation it follows that there is some $B$ such that $B \rightarrow \{c\}$ and $A \not\rightarrow B$, i.e., $B \rhd \{c\}$ and $A \not\rhd B$. Thus, $\overline{A} \in E^\text{co}_D$, i.e., $E^\text{co}_S \subseteq \{A \mid \overline{A} \in E^\text{co}_D\}$.

For the opposite inclusion, take some $A \in E^\text{co}_D$. It follows that $A \in E^\text{ad}_S$, so $A \in E^\text{ad}_D$ (Proposition 6.7). Moreover, for any $C \notin \overline{A}$ there is some $B$ such that $B \rhd C$ and there is no $D \in \overline{A}$ such that $D \rhd B$, or, equivalently, $B \rhd C$ and $A \not\rhd B$, or, equivalently, $B \rhd C$ and $A \not\rhd B$. Now take any $c \notin A$. Then $\{c\} \notin \overline{A}$, so by the above conclusion, there is some $B \rhd \{c\}$ and $A \not\rhd B$, which means that $A \in E^\text{co}_S$.

For #2, take some $E \in E^\text{co}_D$ and set $B = \bigcup_{A \in E} A$. Then, by Proposition 6.9, $E = \overline{A}$. But then, as already shown above, $B \in E^\text{co}_S$, which proves that $E^\text{co}_S \subseteq \{A \mid \overline{A} \in E^\text{co}_D\}$.

The opposite inclusion is also trivial, because if $A \in E^\text{co}_S$ then $\overline{A} \in E^\text{co}_D$ by the first point.

Now consider the case where $\sigma = \text{pr}$.

If $A \in E^\text{pr}_S$, then also $A \in E^\text{co}_S$, so $\overline{A} \in E^\text{co}_D$. If we assume some $E \in E^\text{co}_S$ such that $E \supset \overline{A}$, then by the case where $\sigma = \text{co}$ we conclude that $E = \overline{B}$ for some $B \supset A$ and $B \in E^\text{pr}_S$, a contradiction. Thus, $\overline{A} \in E^\text{pr}_D$, i.e., $E^\text{pr}_S \subseteq \{A \mid \overline{A} \in E^\text{pr}_D\}$.

For the opposite inclusion, note that if $\overline{A} \in E^\text{pr}_D$ then $\overline{A} \in E^\text{co}_D$, so $A \in E^\text{co}_S$ and if we assume some $B \in E^\text{co}_S$ such that $B \supset A$ we end up with $\overline{B} \in E^\text{co}_D$ and $\overline{B} \supset \overline{A}$, a contradiction.

For #2, if we consider an extension $E \in E^\text{pr}_D$ then $E \in E^\text{co}_D$, so $E = \overline{A}$ for some $A$. But then, by the first case above, $A \in E^\text{pr}_S$. The opposite inclusion is also direct from the above case.

The case where $\sigma = \text{gr}$ is similar to the case where $\sigma = \text{pr}$ and omitted.

Now consider the case where $\sigma = \text{st}$.

We have: $A \in E^\text{st}_S$ \iff
A ↣ a for all a ∈ A and A → b for all b ∈ Args \ A ⇔
A /→ {a} for all {a} ⊆ A and A ▷ B for all B ⊄ A ⇔
A_1 /→ A_2 for all A_1, A_2 ∈ A and A ↴ B for all B /∈ A ⇔
\overline{A} ∈ Z^*_D.

Based on the above equivalence, all the necessary inclusions for points #1 and #2 can be easily shown. □

Lemma 3. For all A and c, c ∈ A ∪ A⁺ if and only if {c} ∈ \overline{A} ∪ A⁻.

Proof of Lemma 3.
We note that c ∈ A if and only if {c} ∈ \overline{A}. Furthermore, c ∈ A⁺ ⇔ A ▷ c ⇐⇒ {c} ↔ {c} ∈ A⁻. Combining these two results, the proof follows trivially. □

Proof of Proposition 6.15.
For point #1:
Take some c ∈ A ∪ A⁺. Using Lemma 3: {c} ∈ \overline{A} ∪ A⁻ ⊆ B ∪ B⁻, so c ∈ B ∪ B⁺.

For point #2:
Take some C ∈ \overline{A} ∪ A⁻. We consider two cases:
Case 1: If C ∈ \overline{A} then C ⊆ A ⊆ A ∪ A⁺ ⊆ B ∪ B⁺. If C ∩ B⁺ = ∅ then C ⊆ B, i.e., C ∈ B ⊆ B ∪ B⁻, so let’s assume that C ∩ B⁺ ≠ ∅ and take c ∈ C ∩ B⁺. Then c ∈ B⁺ ⇒ {c} ∈ B⁻ ⇒ B → {c} ⇒ B → C, i.e., C ∈ B⁻ ⊆ B ∪ B⁻.

Case 2: If C ∈ A⁻ then there is some c ∈ C such that A → {c}, so A ▷ c, i.e., c ∈ A ∪ A⁺ ⊆ B ∪ B⁺. If c ∈ B then A → B, i.e., A ▷ B, a contradiction, so we have to assume that c ∈ B⁺, which means that B ▷ C, i.e., C ∈ B⁻.

We conclude that in either case C ∈ B ∪ B⁻, so \overline{A} ∪ A⁻ ⊆ \overline{B} ∪ B⁻.

For point #3:
Since A ▷ B, there is b ∈ B such that A ▷ b. Consider also some c ∈ Args \ (B ∪ B⁺). Then, for the set C = {b, c}, it holds that A ▷ C, so A → C, i.e., C ∈ \overline{A} ∪ A⁻. However, C /∈ B (because c /∈ B) and B /→ C (because it does not attack b due to conflict-freeness, and it does not attack c by the choice of c). Thus, C /∈ \overline{B} ∪ B⁻, which leads to the desired result. □

Proof of Proposition 6.16.
Take $A \in E^S_\ast$. Then $A \in E^S_S$ and $A \cup A^\bullet = \text{Args}$, so $A \cup A^\bullet$ is maximal, i.e., $A \in E^S_e$. For the opposite, note that since $E^S_\ast \neq \emptyset$, there is at least one $B$ such that $B \in E^S_S$ and $B \cup B^\bullet = \text{Args}$. Thus, if $A \in E^S_e$ then $A \in E^S_S$ and $A \cup A^\bullet = \text{Args}$, thus $A \in E^S_\ast$.

For the second relation, we note that $E^S_\ast \neq \emptyset$ implies that $E^S_D \neq \emptyset$, thus, following the same reasoning we can show that $E^S_D = E^S_e$. □

**Proof of Proposition 6.19.**

(1) $\Rightarrow$ (2) Take $c \in A \setminus B$; obviously $c \in A \subseteq A \cup A^\bullet \subseteq B \cup B^\bullet$. Since $c \notin B$ by construction, it follows that $c \in B^\bullet$, which proves that $A \setminus B \subseteq B^\bullet$.

Moreover, take $c \in A^\bullet \cap (\text{Args} \setminus (A \cup B))$. To prove the second condition of $S$-domination, it suffices to show that $B \succ c$. Indeed, $c \in A^\bullet \subseteq A \cup A^\bullet \subseteq B \cup B^\bullet$, and, by construction, $c \notin B$, thus $c \in B^\bullet$, which concludes this part of the proof.

(2) $\Rightarrow$ (3) We will first show that $A \setminus B \subseteq B^\perp$. If $A \setminus B = \emptyset$ then the result follows trivially, so suppose that this is not the case and take $C \in A \setminus B$. Then $C \subseteq A$ and $C \nsubseteq B$, so there is some $c \in C \cap (A \setminus B)$. By $S$-domination, $B \succ c$, so $B \succ C$, i.e., $B \rightarrow C$, which proves that $A \setminus B \subseteq B^\perp$.

Now take $C \in A^\perp \cap \text{Args} \setminus (A \cup B)$. To prove the second condition of $D$-domination, it suffices to show that $B \rightarrow C$. Indeed, by construction, $A \rightarrow C$, so there is $c \in C$ such that $A \rightarrow \{c\}$, i.e., $A \succ c$. But then $c \in A \cup A^\bullet \subseteq B \cup B^\bullet$. By the construction of $c$ and $C$, it follows that $c \notin B$, so $c \in B^\bullet$, which in turn implies that $B \rightarrow C$.

(3) $\Rightarrow$ (1) Take $c \in A \cup A^\bullet$. It suffices to show that $c \in B \cup B^\bullet$. This is obviously true if $c \in B$, so we will assume that $c \notin B$ and show that $B \succ c$ under these assumptions. We split the proof in two cases.

**Case 1:** If $c \in A$, then $c \notin A \setminus B$ so $\{c\} \in A \setminus B \subseteq B^\perp$, so $B \rightarrow \{c\}$, i.e., $B \succ c$.

**Case 2:** If $c \in A^\bullet$, then $A \succ c \Rightarrow A \rightarrow \{c\} \Rightarrow \{c\} \in A^\perp$. Moreover, given that $A$ is conflict-free, $c \notin A$ and also $c \notin B$ (by the hypothesis), so $\{c\} \in \text{Args} \setminus (A \cup B)$.

We conclude that $\{c\} \in A^\perp \cap \text{Args} \setminus (A \cup B) \subseteq B^\perp \cap \text{Args} \setminus (A \cup B) \subseteq B^\perp$, so $B \rightarrow \{c\}$, i.e., $B \succ c$. □

**Proof of Proposition 6.20.**

The equivalence between (2), (3) and (4) is obvious by Proposition 6.19. Also, (1)
clearly implies (2), by Proposition 6.15, points #1 and #3. Further, (2) implies (1) by Proposition 6.15, point #2.

□

Lemma 4. For all \(A\), \(A \cup A^\downarrow = \text{Args}\) if and only if \(\overline{A} \cup A^\downarrow = \overline{\text{Args}}\).

Proof of Lemma 4.
The result is obvious from Corollary 6.11, for the case where \(\sigma = \text{st}\).

□

Proof of Proposition 6.21.
Suppose that \(\overline{A} \cup A^\downarrow = \overline{B} \cup B^\downarrow\). Then, by Lemma 4 and the hypothesis, we conclude that \(\overline{A} \cup A^\downarrow \neq \overline{\text{Args}}\), \(B \cup B^\downarrow \neq \overline{\text{Args}}\) and \(B \cup B^\uparrow \neq \text{Args}\). Moreover, \(\overline{A} \cup A^\downarrow \subseteq \overline{B} \cup B^\downarrow\), so, by Proposition 6.20 and the fact that \(B \cup B^\uparrow \neq \text{Args}\), \(A \uparrow B\); also (by S-domination), \(A \setminus B \subseteq B^\uparrow\). Similarly, \(\overline{B} \cup B^\downarrow \subseteq \overline{A} \cup A^\downarrow\), so \(B \uparrow A\) and \(B \setminus A \subseteq A^\uparrow\). The combination of these relations can be true only if \(A \setminus B = B \setminus A = \emptyset\), which means that \(A = B\). The opposite implication is trivial, so this concludes the proof.

□

Proof of Proposition 6.22.
If \(E^\text{st}_S \neq \emptyset\), then there is some \(B \in E^\text{so}_S\) such that \(B \cup B^\uparrow = \text{Args}\), and, since, \(A \in E^\text{se}_S\), it follows that \(A \cup A^\uparrow = \text{Args}\), i.e., \(A \in E^\text{st}_S\), which implies, by Theorem 6.10, that \(A \in E^\text{co}_D\). The latter means that \(A \in E^\text{co}_D\) and that \(\overline{A} \cup A^\downarrow = \overline{\text{Args}}\) so it is maximal, which concludes the proof for this case.

Now let’s assume that \(E^\text{st}_S = \emptyset\). Then \(A \cup A^\uparrow \neq \text{Args}\). Since \(A \in E^\text{so}_S\), \(A \in E^\text{co}_D\) (Theorem 6.10). Also, consider some \(\mathcal{E} \in E^\text{co}_D\) such that \(\overline{A} \cup A^\downarrow \subseteq \mathcal{E} \cup \mathcal{E}^\downarrow\). By Theorem 11 of [2] there is some \(E' \in E^\text{pr}_D\) such that \(E' \supseteq \mathcal{E}\) and it is obviously the case that \(\overline{A} \cup A^\downarrow \subseteq E' \cup \mathcal{E}^\downarrow\). Moreover, by Theorem 6.10, there is some \(C \in E^\text{pr}_S\) such that \(E' = C\), i.e., \(\overline{A} \cup A^\downarrow \subseteq C \cup C^\downarrow\). But then, by Proposition 6.15, \(A \cup A^\uparrow \subseteq C \cup C^\uparrow\). Since \(A \in E^\text{so}_S\) it follows that \(A \cup A^\uparrow = C \cup C^\uparrow\). If \(C \uparrow A\) then the latter relation would imply that \(C \cup C^\downarrow \subseteq \overline{A} \cup A^\downarrow\) (Proposition 6.15), a contradiction, so \(C \uparrow A\).

But \(A \in E^\text{so}_S\) by construction, so the latter relation implies that \(A \uparrow C\). Combining the above results we have that \(A \uparrow C\) and \(\overline{A} \cup A^\downarrow \subseteq \overline{C} \cup C^\downarrow\), so, by Proposition 6.15 we are forced to assume that \(C \cup C^\uparrow = \text{Args}\), a contradiction by our hypothesis. □
Proof of Theorem 6.23.

For #1, take some \( A \in \mathcal{E}_S^{se} \). By Proposition 6.22, \( \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{se} \). Moreover, if \( B \) strictly D-dominates \( A \), then, by Proposition 6.19, \( A \cup A^p \subset B \cup B^p \), so, since \( A \in \mathcal{E}_S^{se} \), we are forced to conclude that \( B \notin \mathcal{E}_S^{co} \), thus \( \overline{B} \notin \mathcal{E}_D^{co} \).

For the opposite inclusion, we note that, since \( \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_S^{se} \), \( \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{co} \), so \( A \in \mathcal{E}_S^{co} \). Now suppose that there is some \( B \in \mathcal{E}_S^{co} \) such that \( A \cup A^p \subset B \cup B^p \). Then, \( B \) strictly D-dominates \( A \) (by Proposition 6.19), so, by the hypothesis, \( \overline{B} \notin \mathcal{E}_D^{co} \), thus \( B \notin \mathcal{E}_S^{co} \), a contradiction by our hypothesis on \( B \).

For #2, take some \( E \in \mathcal{E}_S^{se} \). Then, by Theorem 2 of [18], \( E \) is also preferred, so, by Theorem 6.10, it is of the form \( \overline{A} \) for some \( A \in \mathcal{E}_S^{pr} \). Now take some \( B \in \mathcal{E}_S^{pr} \) such that \( A \cup A^p \subset B \cup B^p \). If \( A \leadsto B \), then by Proposition 6.20 and the above inclusion, it follows that \( \overline{A} \cup A^p \subset \overline{B} \cup B^p \). Since \( \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{se} \), \( B \in \mathcal{E}_S^{pr} \), and \( \mathcal{E}_S^{pr} \subseteq \mathcal{E}_S^{co} \), we are forced to assume that \( \overline{A} \cup A^p = \overline{B} \cup B^p \), so \( A = B \) (Proposition 6.21), which contradicts the fact that \( A \cup A^p \subset B \cup B^p \). Thus \( A \leadsto B \), so: \( \mathcal{E}_S^{se} \subseteq \{ \overline{A} \mid A \in \mathcal{E}_S^{pr}, A \leadsto B \text{ whenever } A \cup A^p \subset B \cup B^p, B \in \mathcal{E}_S^{pr} \} \).

For the opposite inclusion, take some \( A \) for which \( A \in \mathcal{E}_S^{pr} \) and \( A \leadsto B \) whenever \( A \cup A^p \subset B \cup B^p \), \( B \in \mathcal{E}_S^{pr} \). Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that \( \overline{A} \notin \mathcal{E}_S^{se} \), so there is some \( E \in \mathcal{E}_D^{se} \) such that \( \overline{A} \cup A^p \subset E \cup E^p \). By Theorem 11 of [2] there is some \( E' \in \mathcal{E}_D^{pr} \) such that \( E' \supseteq E \) and it is obviously the case that \( \overline{A} \cup A^p \subset E' \cup E^{p^c} \).

Moreover, by Theorem 6.10, there is some \( C \in \mathcal{E}_S^{pr} \) such that \( E' = C \), i.e., \( \overline{A} \cup A^p \subset C \cup C^p \). But then, by Proposition 6.15, \( A \cup A^p \subseteq C \cup C^p \). If \( A \cup A^p \subseteq C \cup C^p \), then, by the initial hypothesis, \( A \leadsto C \). If \( A \cup A^p = C \cup C^p \) and \( C \leadsto A \) then Proposition 6.15 leads to a contradiction, so \( C \leadsto A \). But \( A \in \mathcal{E}_S^{pr} \) thus the above attack implies that \( A \leadsto C \). Thus, in any case, \( A \leadsto C \), so there is some \( c \in C \) such that \( A \leadsto c \). Moreover, since \( \mathcal{E}_S^{st} = \emptyset \), \( C \notin \mathcal{E}_S^{st} \), so there is some \( d \in \text{Ar} \{ (C \cup C^p) \} \).

For the set \( D = \{ c, d \} \), we have that \( A \leadsto D \), so \( A \rightarrow D \), i.e., \( D \in A^{p^c} \subseteq \overline{A} \cup A^{p^c} \).

On the other hand, \( D \notin C \) (because \( d \notin C \)) and \( D \notin C^{p^c} \) (because \( C \leadsto d \), and \( c \in C \) so \( C \leadsto c \)). This contradicts with the assumption that \( \overline{A} \cup A^{p^c} \subset C \cup C^{p^c} \), and the proof is complete.

\( \square \)

Take $A \in \mathcal{E}^S$.

Proof of Proposition 6.27.

∪

i.e., $B$ is a contradiction by the hypothesis that $E$.

Suppose that $E$.

Proof of Lemma 5.

⋃

then either $\{A_i \} \cup A_i$ is straightforward from Theorems 2, 4 of [10].

Thus, $A \in \mathcal{E}^S$.

The second relation is straightforward from Theorems 2, 4 of [10].


Take some $A \in \mathcal{E}^S$.

Then, by definition, $A \in \mathcal{E}^S$.

Moreover, if $B$ strictly D-dominates $A$ then $B \cup B \supset A \cup A$ (Proposition 6.19).

and since $A \in \mathcal{E}^S$ we are forced to conclude that $B \notin \mathcal{E}^S$, thus $B \notin \mathcal{E}^S$.

For the opposite, since $A \in \mathcal{E}^S$ (Proposition 6.3). Moreover, if there is $B \in \mathcal{E}^S$ such that $B \cup B \supset A \cup A$, then $B$ strictly D-dominates $A$, so

$B \notin \mathcal{E}^S$ (by construction), i.e., $B \notin \mathcal{E}^S$, a contradiction. Thus, $A \in \mathcal{E}^S$.

Lemma 5. Consider some family $\{A_i\}$ such that $A_j \triangleright A_k$ for all $j, k$. If $\mathcal{E}^S = \emptyset$, then either $\cup\{A_i \} \cup A_i \neq \text{Args}$ or $\cup A_i \notin \{A_i\}$.

Proof of Lemma 5.

Suppose that $\mathcal{E}^S = \emptyset$. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that $\cup\{A_i \} \cup A_i = \text{Args}$ and that $\cup A_i \in \{A_i\}$. We will show that, for $B = \cup A_i$, $B \in \mathcal{E}^S$, which is a contradiction by the hypothesis that $\mathcal{E}^S = \emptyset$. Indeed, $B \in \{A_i\}$, so $B \triangleright B$, i.e., $B \in \mathcal{E}^S$. Furthermore, $B \supset A_i \triangleright A_i$ for all $i$, thus $\cup\{A_i \} \cup A_i \subseteq B \cup B$, so $B \cup B = \text{Args}$. Thus, $B \in \mathcal{E}^S$, a contradiction.

Proof of Proposition 6.27.

$(\Rightarrow)$ For the first bullet, take $c \in \cup\{A_i \} \cup A_i$.

Then $\{c\} \in \cup(A_i \cup A_i)$, so $\{c\} \in \cup(B_i \cup B_i)$ which proves that $c \in \cup(B_i \cup B_i)$.

For the second bullet, suppose that $A_j \triangleright B_k$. Since $\mathcal{E}^S = \emptyset$, from Lemma 5 we get that either $\cup\{B_i \} \cup B_i \neq \text{Args}$ or $\cup B_i \notin \{B_i\}$. We split the proof in two cases:
Thus, $C$ by construction. Similarly, if there is some $B_m$ attacking either $b$ or $c$, both of which are impossible by the hypothesis on $\{B_1\}$ and the choice of $b, c$. We conclude that $C \not\subseteq \bigcup(B_i \cup B_i^\bullet)$. On the other hand, $A_j \triangleright C$, so $C \in \bigcup(\overline{A_i} \cup A_i^\rightarrow)$, which contradicts the hypothesis.

If the latter is true, then set $C = \bigcup B_i$. It follows that $C \not\subseteq B_j$ for all $j$, so $C \not\subseteq \bigcup B_i$. Moreover, there is no $B_j$ such that $B_j \triangleright C$, because then $B_j \triangleright B_k$ for some $k$, a contradiction. Thus, $C \not\subseteq \bigcup(B_i \cup B_i^\rightarrow)$. On the other hand, $A_j \triangleright C$, so $C \in \bigcup(\overline{A_i} \cup A_i^\rightarrow)$, which contradicts the hypothesis.

For the third bullet, consider some $j$ such that for all $k$, $A_j \setminus B_k \not\subseteq \bigcup B_i$. Then, for each $k$, there is some $c_k$ such that $c_k \in A_j \setminus B_k$ and $c_k \not\in \bigcup B_i$. Set $C = \bigcup \{c_k\}$. Then, obviously, $C \subseteq A_j$, so $C \in \bigcup(\overline{A_i} \cup A_i^\rightarrow)$. On the other hand, if there is $m$ such that $C \in \overline{B_m}$, then $C \subseteq B_m$, a contradiction because $c_m \in C$ but $c_m \not\in B_m$ by construction. Similarly, if there is $m$ such that $C \in B_m^\rightarrow$, then there would exist $c_n \in C$ such that $B_m \triangleright c_n$, i.e., $c_n \in B_m^\bullet$, a contradiction by construction again. Thus, $C \not\subseteq \bigcup(B_i \cup B_i^\rightarrow)$, which contradicts the hypothesis.

$(\Leftarrow)$ Take some $C \in \bigcup(\overline{A_i} \cup A_i^\rightarrow)$. We will show that $C \in \bigcup(B_i \cup B_i^\rightarrow)$. We consider the following cases:

Case 1: If $C \in \bigcup \overline{A_i}$ then there is some $j$ such that $C \subseteq A_j$. Moreover, by the hypothesis, there is some $k$ such that $A_j \setminus B_k \not\subseteq \bigcup B_i$. We consider two sub-cases:

Case 1a: If $C \cap (A_j \setminus B_k) = \emptyset$, then, since $C \subseteq A_j$, we conclude that $C \subseteq B_k$, i.e., $C \in \bigcup \overline{B_i}$, thus $C \in \bigcup \overline{B_i}$.

Case 1b: If $C \cap (A_j \setminus B_k) \neq \emptyset$, then take $c \in C \cap (A_j \setminus B_k)$. It follows that $c \in \bigcup B_i$, so $C \subseteq \bigcup B_i$, which implies, again, that $C \in \bigcup(B_i \cup B_i^\rightarrow)$.

Case 2: If $C \in \bigcup A_i^\rightarrow$, then there is $j$ such that $A_j \rightarrow C$, so there is $c \in C$ such that $A_j \triangleright c$, which means that $c \in \bigcup(A_i \cup A_i^\rightarrow) \subseteq \bigcup(B_i \cup B_i^\bullet)$. However, by the hypothesis that $A_j \triangleright B_k$ for all $j, k$, we conclude that $c \not\in \bigcup B_i$, thus $c \in \bigcup B_i$. The latter allows us to conclude that $\{c\} \in \bigcup B_i$, i.e., $C \in \bigcup B_i \subseteq \bigcup(B_i \cup B_i^\rightarrow)$, which concludes the proof. \qed
Proof of Proposition 6.29.

Take $C \in \bigcup (A_i \cup A_i^{-})$. If there is $j$ such that $C \in \overline{A}_j$ then, since $\{B_i\}$ covers $\{A_i\}$, $C \subseteq A_j \subseteq B_k$ for some $k$, i.e., $C \in \bigcup (B_i \cup B_i^{-})$. Similarly, if there is $j$ such that $C \in A_j^{-}$ then for the set $B_k$ for which $B_k \supseteq A_j$ we get that $C \in B_k^{-}$, i.e., $C \in \bigcup (B_i \cup B_i^{-})$, which concludes the proof.

Proof of Proposition 6.30.

$(1) \Rightarrow (2)$ Consider some $j$. Then, applying Proposition 6.27 for the inclusion $\bigcup (A_i \cup A_i^{-}) \subseteq \bigcup (B_i \cup B_i^{-})$, we conclude that there is some $k$ such that $A_j \setminus B_k \subseteq \bigcup B_i$. However, applying Proposition 6.27 again for the opposite inclusion, we conclude that for all $j,m B_m \not\supset A_j$. The combination of these facts can only be true if $A_j \setminus B_k = \emptyset$. Thus, for all $j$ there is $k$ such that $A_j \subseteq B_k$, i.e., $\{B_i\}$ covers $\{A_i\}$.

The proof that $\{A_i\}$ covers $\{B_i\}$ is analogous.

$(2) \Rightarrow (1)$ Trivial by applying Proposition 6.29 twice.

Lemma 6. If $\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_{Sg}^{\pi}$ then there exists a family $\{A_i\}$ such that $\mathcal{E} = \bigcup \overline{A}_i$.

Proof of Lemma 6.

Suppose that $\mathcal{E} = \{A_i\}$. Set $\mathcal{E}' = \bigcup \overline{A}_i$. It suffices to show that $\mathcal{E} = \mathcal{E}'$. Initially we note that for any $B_1,B_j \in \mathcal{E}'$, if $B_1 \rightarrow B_j$, then there exist $A_1, A_j$ such that $B_1 \subseteq A_1$, $B_j \subseteq A_j$, so $A_1 \rightarrow A_j$, i.e., $\mathcal{E}$ is not conflict-free, a contradiction. Thus, $\mathcal{E}' \in \mathcal{E}_{Sg}^{\pi}$. Moreover, obviously $\mathcal{E} \subseteq \mathcal{E}'$. Now suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that $\mathcal{E} \subset \mathcal{E}'$, and take $B \in \mathcal{E}' \setminus \mathcal{E}$. Then, $B \subseteq A_j$ for some $j$. We observe that $B$ is not attacked by some set in $\mathcal{E}$ (because then that set would attack $A_j$ and thus $\mathcal{E}$ would not be conflict-free), i.e., $B \notin \mathcal{E}'$. But then $B \in \mathcal{E}'$, but $B \notin \mathcal{E} \cup \mathcal{E}'$, a contradiction from the hypothesis that $\mathcal{E}$ is a stage extension.

Proof of Theorem 6.31.

Initially, take some $\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_{Sg}^{\pi}$. Then, by Lemma 6, $\mathcal{E} = \bigcup \overline{A}_i$ for some family $\{A_i\}$. Moreover, $\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_{Sg}^{\pi}$ so by Theorem 6.5, $A_j \not\supset A_k$ for all $j,k$. Now suppose some $\{B_i\}$ as required in the theorem. From the fact that $(\bigcup B_i) \cap (\bigcup A_i \ominus \bigcup B_i) = \emptyset$, we conclude that for all $j,k A_j \not\supset B_k$ and $B_j \not\supset B_k$. Thus, Proposition 6.27 can be applied to conclude that $\bigcup (\overline{A}_i \cup A_i^{-}) \subseteq \bigcup (\overline{B}_i \cup B_i^{-})$. But since $\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_{Sg}^{\pi}$, we
conclude that \( \bigcup (\overline{A_i} \cup A_i^-) = \bigcup (\overline{B_i} \cup B_i^-) \), so by Proposition 6.30 \( \{A_i\} \) covers \( \{B_i\} \).

For the opposite inclusion, consider some \( E = \bigcup \overline{A_i} \) for some \( \{A_i\} \) as described by the theorem. From the hypothesis that \( A_j \not\supset A_k \) we conclude that \( E \in \mathcal{E}^\text{gf} \). Suppose that \( E \notin \mathcal{E}^\text{sg} \). Then, by the hypothesis that \( E \notin \mathcal{E}^\text{sg} \) and Lemma 6 there is some other family, say \( \{B_i\} \), for which \( B_j \not\supset B_k \) for all \( j, k \) and \( \bigcup (\overline{A_i} \cup A_i) \subset \bigcup (\overline{B_i} \cup B_i^-) \).

Thus, Proposition 6.27 can be applied to conclude that:
\[
\bigcup (A_i \cup A_i^-) \supseteq \bigcup (B_i \cup B_i^-)
\]
for all \( j \) and for all \( j \) there is some \( k \) such that \( A_j \setminus B_k \subseteq \bigcup B_i^- \). From these we can also conclude that \( (\bigcup B_i) \cap (\bigcup A_i \cup B_i^-) = \emptyset \), so by the construction of \( \{A_i\} \), we get that \( \{A_i\} \) covers \( \{B_i\} \), i.e., \( \bigcup (\overline{A_i} \cup A_i^-) \supseteq \bigcup (\overline{B_i} \cup B_i^-) \) (Proposition 6.29), which is a contradiction. \( \square \)

**Lemma 7.** For any family \( \{A_i\}, \bigcap \overline{A_i} = \bigcap A_i \).

**Proof of Lemma 7.**
\[
C \in \bigcap \overline{A_i} \iff C \subseteq \bigcap A_i \\
C \subseteq \bigcap A_i \iff C \subseteq A_i \text{ for all } i \\
C \in \bigcap A_i \iff C \in \overline{A_i} \text{ for all } i \\
C \in \bigcap \overline{A_i}. \quad \square
\]

**Proof of Theorem 6.32.**
We note the following facts:
\[
A \in \mathcal{E}^\text{co}_{\overline{S}} \iff \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}^\text{co}_D \quad \text{(using Theorem 6.10)}
\]
\[
A \subseteq \bigcap \mathcal{E}^\text{pr}_{\overline{S}} \iff A \subseteq \bigcap A_i \iff \overline{A} \subseteq \bigcap \overline{A_i} \iff \overline{A} \subseteq \bigcap \mathcal{E}^\text{pr}_D \quad \text{(using Lemma 7, Theorem 6.10, and assuming, without loss of generality, that } \mathcal{E}^\text{pr}_S = \{A_i\})
\]
\[
A \subset B \iff \overline{A} \subset \overline{B} \quad \text{(obvious)}.
\]

Combining the above facts, and the definition of ideal extensions, we can easily prove the theorem.

For the first result: \( A \in \mathcal{E}^\text{id}_{\overline{S}} \iff A \in \mathcal{E}^\text{co}_{\overline{S}} \cap \bigcap \mathcal{E}^\text{pr}_{\overline{S}} \) and there is no \( B \) such that \( B \in \mathcal{E}^\text{co}_{\overline{S}}, B \subseteq \bigcap \mathcal{E}^\text{pr}_{\overline{S}} \text{ and } A \subset B \iff 
\]
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$\overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{co}$, $\overline{A} \subseteq \bigcap \mathcal{E}_D^{pr}$ and there is no $B$ such that $\overline{B} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{co}$, $\overline{B} \subseteq \bigcap \mathcal{E}_D^{pr}$ and $\overline{A} \subset \overline{B}$

$\overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{co}$, $\overline{A} \subseteq \bigcap \mathcal{E}_D^{pr}$ and there is no $\mathcal{E}$ such that $\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{co}$, $\mathcal{E} \subseteq \bigcap \mathcal{E}_D^{pr}$ and $\overline{A} \subset \mathcal{E} \iff \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{id}$.

For the second result: $\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{id} \iff$

$\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{co}$, $\mathcal{E} \subseteq \bigcap \mathcal{E}_D^{pr}$ and there is no $\mathcal{E}'$ such that $\mathcal{E}' \in \mathcal{E}_D^{co}$, $\mathcal{E}' \subseteq \bigcap \mathcal{E}_D^{pr}$ and $\overline{A} \subset \mathcal{E}' \iff$

there exists $A$ such that $\mathcal{E} = \overline{A}$, $\overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{co}$, $\overline{A} \subseteq \bigcap \mathcal{E}_D^{pr}$ and there is no $B$ such that $\mathcal{E}' = \overline{B}$, $\overline{B} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{co}$, $\overline{B} \subseteq \bigcap \mathcal{E}_D^{pr}$ and $\overline{A} \subset \overline{B} \iff$

there exists $A \in \mathcal{E}_S^{co}$, $A \subseteq \bigcap \mathcal{E}_S^{pr}$ and there is no $B$ such that $B \in \mathcal{E}_S^{co}$, $B \subseteq \bigcap \mathcal{E}_S^{pr}$ and $A \subset B \iff$

$A \in \mathcal{E}_S^{id}$. □

Proof of Theorem 6.33.

For the first bullet note that if $A \in \mathcal{E}_D^{na}$ then $A \in \mathcal{E}_D^{cf}$, so $\overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{cf}$. Moreover, if $\overline{A} \subset \overline{B}$ then $A \subset B$ so (since $A$ is a naive extension) $B \notin \mathcal{E}_S^{cf}$, thus $\overline{B} \notin \mathcal{E}_S^{cf}$.

For the opposite inclusion, we first note that $A$ is conflict-free, so it suffices to show that there is no $B \in \mathcal{E}_S^{cf}$ such that $B \supset A$. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that such a $B$ exists. Then, $B \supset A$, so $\overline{B} \notin \mathcal{E}_D^{cf}$, thus $B \notin \mathcal{E}_S^{cf}$, a contradiction.

For the second bullet, take some $\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{na}$. Then, $\mathcal{E}$ is conflict-free, so $\mathcal{E} \subseteq \mathcal{E}_S^{cf}$ and $A \succ B$ for all $A, B \in \mathcal{E}$ (Theorem 6.5). Moreover, if $\mathcal{E}' \supset \mathcal{E}$, then $\mathcal{E}' \notin \mathcal{E}_D^{cf}$, i.e., (by Theorem 6.5 again) it is either the case that $\mathcal{E}' \subset \mathcal{E}_S^{cf}$ or there is some $A, B \in \mathcal{E}'$ for which $A \succ B$. The latter means that if $\mathcal{E} \subset \mathcal{E}' \subseteq \mathcal{E}_S^{cf}$ then there is some $A, B \in \mathcal{E}'$ for which $A \succ B$.

For the opposite inclusion, take some $\mathcal{E}$ as required by the theorem. Theorem 6.5 and the definition of $\mathcal{E}$ implies that $\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{cf}$. Now assume that there is some $\mathcal{E}' \supset \mathcal{E}$, $\mathcal{E}' \in \mathcal{E}_D^{cf}$. Then, $\mathcal{E} \subset \mathcal{E}' \subseteq \mathcal{E}_S^{cf}$, so there is some $A, B \in \mathcal{E}'$ such that $A \succ B$, a contradiction by the hypothesis that $\mathcal{E}'$ is conflict free. □

Proof of Proposition 6.34.

$A \in \mathcal{E}$ (by the definition of $\mathcal{E}$)

$A \subseteq B$ for all $B \in \{C \mid \overline{C} \in \mathcal{E}_D^{co}$, and if $D$ strictly $D$-dominates $C$ then $\overline{D} \notin \mathcal{E}_D^{co}$}

$\iff$ (by Theorem 6.23)
\[ A \subseteq B \text{ for all } B \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{se}}. \]

**Proof of Proposition 6.35.**

\[ A \subseteq S^{\cap} \iff (\text{by the definition of } S^{\cap}) \]
\[ A \subseteq B \text{ for all } B \in \{C \mid C \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{pr}}, C \triangleright D \text{ whenever } C \cup C^{\triangleright} \subset D \cup D^{\triangleright} \text{ and } D \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{pr}}\} \iff (\text{by definition}) \]
\[ \overline{A} \subseteq \overline{B} \text{ whenever } \overline{B} \in \{C \mid C \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{pr}}, C \triangleright D \text{ whenever } C \cup C^{\triangleright} \subset D \cup D^{\triangleright} \text{ and } D \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{pr}}\} \iff (\text{by Theorem 6.23}) \]
\[ \overline{A} \subseteq \mathcal{E} \text{ for all } \mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\text{se}}. \]

**Proof of Theorem 6.36.**

(1) Take some \( A \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{ea}} \). Then, by definition, \( A \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{co}}, \) i.e., \( \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\text{co}} \) (Theorem 6.10). Also, by Proposition 6.34, it must be the case that \( A \in \mathcal{E}^{\cap} \). Further, since \( A \) is an eager extension, if there is some \( B \) such that \( B \supset A \), then \( B \notin \mathcal{E}^{\text{co}} \) (thus \( \overline{B} \notin \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\text{co}} \)), or it is not the case that \( B \subseteq C \) for all \( C \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{se}} \) (thus \( B \notin \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\text{co}} \) by Proposition 6.34).

For the opposite inclusion, take some \( A \) as specified in the theorem. We will show that \( A \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{ea}} \). Indeed, \( A \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{co}} \) (Theorem 6.10) and \( A \subseteq B \) for all \( B \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{se}} \) (Proposition 6.34). Further, \( A \) is the maximal set with these properties, because if \( A \subset B \) then \( B \) is either not complete or is not a subset of all semi-stable extensions.

(2) The proof is obvious by definition, when considering the fact that \( \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{st}} = \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{se}} \) (Proposition 6.16).

(3) Take some \( \mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\text{co}} \). Then \( \mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\text{co}} \), so by Theorem 6.10, there must be some \( A \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{co}} \) such that \( \mathcal{E} = \overline{A} \). Moreover, \( \overline{A} \) is a subset of all semi-stable extensions, so by Proposition 6.35 it follows that \( A \subseteq S^{\cap} \). Further, assume that \( A \subset B \). Then \( \overline{A} \subset \overline{B} \). Since \( \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\text{co}} \), it follows that \( \overline{B} \) is either not complete, or it is not a subset of all semi-stable extensions, so we get the result by considering Theorem 6.10 and Proposition 6.35.

For the opposite inclusion, consider \( B \) with these properties. Then \( \overline{A} \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\text{co}} \) (by Theorem 6.10) and \( \overline{A} \) is a subset of all semi-stable extensions (by Proposition 6.35). It remains to show that it is maximal with these properties. Indeed, suppose that there is some \( \mathcal{E}' \) such that \( \mathcal{E}' \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\text{co}}, \mathcal{E}' \subseteq \mathcal{E}^{\cap} \) for all \( \mathcal{E}^{\cap} \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\text{co}} \). Then, since \( \mathcal{E}' \in \mathcal{E}_{D}^{\text{co}} \) there is some \( B \) such that \( \mathcal{E}' = \overline{B} \) and \( B \in \mathcal{E}_{S}^{\text{co}} \). But then \( A \subset B \), so by the
definition of $A$ it follows that $B \notin \mathcal{E}^\text{~S}$ or that $B \not\subseteq S^\text{~}$, both of which contradict our hypotheses on $E'$, $B$. This concludes the proof. \hfill $\Box$

Appendix A.3. Proofs for Section 7

Proof of Theorem 7.1.

Every stable extension of $AF^S$ is also a stage extension of $AF^S$:

Let $A$ be a stable extension of $AF^S$. Then, by Definition 3.6, $A$ is conflict-free and attacks all arguments in $\text{Args} \setminus A$. Therefore, $A \cup \{b \in \text{Args} \mid A \triangleright b\} = \text{Args}$, which means that $A \cup \{b \in \text{Args} \mid A \triangleright b\}$ is maximal among all conflict-free subsets of $\text{Args}$. Therefore, $A$ is a stage extension of $AF^S$.

Every stable labelling of $AF^S$ is also a stage labelling of $AF^S$:

Let $\lambda$ be a stable labelling of $AF^S$. Then, $\text{Ext}(\lambda)$ is a stable extension of $AF^S$ (by Theorem 5.11)\Rightarrow $\text{Ext}(\lambda)$ is a stage extension of $AF^S$ (as proved above)\Rightarrow $\text{Lab}(\text{Ext}(\lambda))$ is a stage labelling of $AF^S$ (by Theorem 5.10) (1)

By Theorem 5.6 and the fact that $\lambda$ is a proper labelling: $\lambda = \text{Lab}(\text{Ext}(\lambda))$ (2).

From (1) and (2): $\lambda$ is a stage labelling of $AF^S$.

Every stable extension of $AF^S$ is also a semi-stable extension of $AF^S$:

Let $A$ be a stable extension of $AF^S$. Then, by Definition 3.6, $A$ is conflict-free and attacks all arguments in $\text{Args} \setminus A$. Therefore, $A$ is a complete extension of $AF^S$, as (i) it is conflict-free, (ii) for all $B \subseteq \text{Args}$ such that $B \triangleright A$, $A \triangleright B$ (since any such $B$ must be a subset of $\text{Args} \setminus A$), and (iii) $\text{Args} \setminus A$ does not contain any arguments that are defended by $A$ (since they are all attacked by $A$). It also holds that $A \cup \{b \in \text{Args} \mid A \triangleright b\} = \text{Args}$, therefore $A \cup \{b \in \text{Args} \mid A \triangleright b\}$ is maximal among all complete extensions. Therefore, $A$ is a semi-stable extension of $AF^S$.

Every stable labelling of $AF^S$ is also a semi-stable labelling of $AF^S$:

The proof is similar with the stable – stage labellings case; just replace “stage” with “semi-stable”. 72
Every semi-stable extension of $AF^S$ is also a preferred extension of $AF^S$:

Let $A$ be a semi-stable extension of $AF^S$. Then, by Definition 3.8, $A$ is a complete extension of $AF^S$ and $A \cup \{ b \in \text{Args} \mid A \triangleright b \}$ is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among all complete extensions of $AF^S$. Suppose that $A$ is not a preferred extension of $AF^S$. Then, there is another complete extension $A'$, such that:

$A \subset A' \Rightarrow$

$A \cup \{ b \in \text{Args} \mid A \triangleright b \} \subset A' \cup \{ b \in \text{Args} \mid A \triangleright b \} \Rightarrow$

$A \cup \{ b \in \text{Args} \mid A \triangleright b \} \subset A' \cup \{ b' \in \text{Args} \mid A' \triangleright b' \}$

which violates the condition that $A$ is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion among all complete extensions of $AF^S$. Therefore, $A$ is a preferred extension of $AF^S$.

Every semi-stable labelling of $AF^S$ is also a preferred labelling of $AF^S$:

The proof is similar with the stable – stage labellings case; just replace “stable” with “semi-stable” and “stage” with “preferred”.

All other inclusion relationships are directly derived from the definitions of the respective semantics.

□

Proof of Theorem 7.2.

Any SETAF $AF^S$ has at least one preferred extension (labelling):

Let $AF^D$ be the generated AAF of SETAF $AF^S$ (Definition 6.1). As proved in [24] every AAF has at least one preferred extension, therefore $AF^D$ has at least one preferred extension. By Theorem 6.10 and the fact that for any two sets of arguments $A, B \subseteq \text{Args}$, it holds that $A = B$ if and only if $\overline{A} = \overline{B}$, $AF^S$ has the same number of preferred extensions with $AF^D$. Therefore, $AF^S$ has at least one preferred extension, and, by Theorem 5.10, at least one preferred labelling.

Any SETAF $AF^S$ has at least one complete, admissible and conflict-free extension
(labelling):
By Theorem 7.1, every preferred extension (labelling) of a SETAF $AF^S$ is also a complete, admissible and conflict-free extension (labelling) of $AF^S$. As proved above, any SETAF has at least one preferred extension (labelling). Therefore, any SETAF has at least one complete, admissible and conflict-free extension (labelling).

Any SETAF $AF^S$ has exactly one grounded extension (labelling):
Let $AF^D$ be the generated AAF of SETAF $AF^S$ (Definition 6.1). According to [2], every AAF has a unique grounded extension, therefore $AF^D$ has a unique grounded extension. By Theorem 6.10 and the fact that for any two sets of arguments $A, B \subseteq \text{Args}$, it holds that $A = B$ if and only if $\overline{A} = \overline{B}$, $AF^S$ has the same number of grounded extensions with $AF^D$. Therefore, $AF^S$ has a unique grounded extension. By Theorem 5.10, $AF^S$ therefore has at least one grounded labelling. Suppose that $AF^S$ has two grounded labellings, $\lambda$ and $\lambda'$. By 5.11, we would then be able to generate two grounded extensions, $\text{Ext}(\lambda)$ and $\text{Ext}(\lambda')$. According to Theorem 5.8 and Corollary 5.7 $\text{Ext}$ is injective for grounded labellings. Therefore, $\text{Ext}(\lambda)$ and $\text{Ext}(\lambda')$ can’t be the same. This, however, contradicts that $AF^S$ has a unique grounded extension. Therefore, our hypothesis that $AF^S$ has two grounded labellings doesn’t hold, which means that $AF^S$ has a unique grounded labelling.

Any SETAF $AF^S$ has zero or more stable extensions (labellings):
It suffices to find a SETAF with no stable extensions or labellings. Consider the SETAF $AF^S = (\text{Args}, \succ)$, where $\text{Args} = \{a, b, c\}$ and $\succ = \{(a, b), (b, c), (c, a)\}$. $AF^S$ has no stable extensions or labellings.

Any SETAF $AF^S$ has at least one naive extension (labelling):
The proof procedure is similar to the one used in [43] for the preferred semantics of AAF. Consider a (possible infinite) sequence of increasing conflict-free subsets of $\text{Args}$, $A_1, A_2, A_3, \ldots$ such that $A_1 \subset A_2 \subset A_3 \subset \ldots$. The union of these sets, $\bigcup A_i$ is also conflict-free, as if this was not the case, then at least one of $A_i$ would not be conflict-free. According to Zorn’s Lemma [44], every non-empty partially ordered
set \((P)\) of which every totally ordered subset \((T)\) has an upper bound contains at least one maximal element. Let \(P\) be the set of all conflict-free subsets of \(\text{Args}\) ordered according to the subset relation. Every sequence of conflict-free subsets of \(\text{Args}, A_1, A_2, A_3, \ldots\) such that \(A_1 \subset A_2 \subset A_3 \subset \ldots\) is a totally ordered subset of \(P\), and has an upper bound, i.e. their union, \(\bigcup A_i\). Therefore, according to Zorn’s Lemma, \(P\) has at least one maximal element, which is a naive extension of \(AF^S\). Therefore, by Theorem 5.10, \(AF^S\) at least one naive labelling.

Any SETAF \(AF^S\) has zero or more semi-stable extensions (labellings), and at least one if \(AF^S\) is finite:

Finite SETAF: As already proved, \(AF^S\) has at least one complete extension. Since \(\text{Args}\) is a finite set of arguments, it can only have a finite number of complete extensions. Therefore, the set of sets \(\{ b \in \text{Args} \mid A \uparrow b \}\), where \(A\) is a complete extension of \(AF^S\), has at least one maximal element. Therefore, \(AF^S\) has at least one semi-stable extension, and, by Theorem 5.10, at least one semi-stable labelling.

Infinite SETAF: Example 6.14 shows an infinite SETAF with no semi-stable extensions or labellings.

Any SETAF \(AF^S\) has exactly one ideal extension:

Let \(AF^D\) be the generated AAF of SETAF \(AF^S\) (Definition 6.1). As proved in [24], every AAF has a unique ideal extension, therefore \(AF^D\) has a unique ideal extension. By Theorem 6.32 and the fact that for any two sets of arguments \(A, B \subseteq \text{Args}\), it holds that \(A = B\) if and only if \(\overline{A} = \overline{B}\), \(AF^S\) has the same number of ideal extensions with \(AF^D\). Therefore, \(AF^S\) has a unique ideal extension. By Theorem 5.10, \(AF^S\) therefore has at least one ideal labelling. Suppose that \(AF^S\) has two ideal labellings, \(\lambda\) and \(\lambda'\). By 5.11, we would then be able to generate two ideal extensions, \(Ext(\lambda)\) and \(Ext(\lambda')\). According to Theorem 5.8 and Corollary 5.7 \(Ext\) is injective for ideal labellings. Therefore, \(Ext(\lambda)\) and \(Ext(\lambda')\) can’t be the same. This, however, contradicts that \(AF^S\) has a unique ideal extension. Therefore, our hypothesis that \(AF^S\) has two ideal labellings doesn’t hold, which means that \(AF^S\) has a unique ideal labelling.
Any SETAF $AF^S$ has at least one eager extension (labelling), and exactly one if $AF^S$ is finite:

**Finite SETAF:** We call a set of arguments eager iff it admissible and is a subset of every semi-stable extension of $AF^S$. As already proved, a finite SETAF has at least one semi-stable extension. Consider two subsets of $\text{Args}$, $X$, $Y$, which are both eager. Then, $S = X \cup Y$ is also a subset of every semi-stable extension of $AF^S$. Since $S$ is a subset of every semi-stable extension, it is conflict-free. It also holds that for every set of arguments $B$ attacking an argument in $S$, $S \triangleright B$. Therefore, $S$ is also admissible. There is, therefore, one maximal eager set, $A$, which is the union of all eager sets in $AF^S$. Suppose there is an argument $a \in \text{Args} \setminus A$, such that $a$ is acceptable w.r.t. $A$. Since $A$ is a subset of every semi-stable extension, $a$ is acceptable w.r.t., and, therefore, contained in every semi-stable extension of $AF^S$. This implies that $A' = A \cup \{a\}$ is an eager set, since it is admissible and is a subset of every semi-stable extension of $AF^S$, which violates the maximality of $A$. Therefore, $A$ contains all the arguments it defends. It is therefore a complete extension of $AF^S$, and maximal among the complete extensions of $AF^S$ that are subsets of every semi-stable extension of $AF^S$, and therefore the unique eager extension of $AF^S$. By Theorem 5.10, $AF^S$ has, therefore, at least one eager labelling. Suppose that $AF^S$ has two eager labellings, $\lambda$ and $\lambda'$. By 5.11, we would then be able to generate two eager extensions, $Ext(\lambda)$ and $Ext(\lambda')$. According to Theorem 5.8 and Corollary 5.7 $Ext$ is injective for eager labellings. Therefore, $Ext(\lambda)$ and $Ext(\lambda')$ can’t be the same. This, however, contradicts that $AF^S$ has a unique eager extension. Therefore, our hypothesis that $AF^S$ has two eager labellings doesn’t hold, which means that $AF^S$ has a unique eager labelling.

**Infinite SETAF:** Consider the case that $AF^S$ has no semi-stable extensions (which, as already proved, is possible for infinite SETAF). Then, $A \subset \text{Args}$ is an eager extension of $AF^S$ iff it is a maximal (w.r.t. set inclusion) complete extension of $AF^S$ (by Definition 3.9), and therefore $A$ is an eager extension of $AF^S$ iff it is a preferred extension of $AF^S$ (by Definition 3.4). As already proved, an infinite SETAF has at least one preferred extension. Therefore, $AF^S$ has at least one eager extension, and, by Theorem 5.10, at least one eager labelling. For the case that $AF^S$ has at least one semi-stable extension, the proof is the same with the case of finite SETAF.
Any SETAF $AF^S$ has zero or more stage extensions (labellings), and at least one if $AF^S$ is finite.

**Finite SETAF:** There is at least one conflict-free subset of $\text{Args}$. Since $\text{Args}$ is a finite set of arguments, it can only have a finite number of conflict-free subsets. Therefore, the set of sets $A \cup \{ b \in \text{Args} \mid A \triangleright b \}$, where $A$ is a conflict-free subset of $AF^S$, has at least one maximal element. Therefore, $AF^S$ has at least one stage extension, and, by Theorem 5.10, at least one stage labelling.

**Infinite SETAF:** Example 6.14 shows an infinite SETAF with no stage extensions or labellings.

□